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Color is an essential factor in the creation of a fine interior. Proportions may be perfect, the 
arrangement and assembling of the pieces satisfying to the good taste of the owner, but if a 
mistake is made in the color harmony, or if the colors themselves are too obtrusive or exciting, the 
effect is ruined and the esthetic value of the room destroyed.
“Color Hints for Contemporary Rooms” 
House and Garden Book of Color Schemes, 1929
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1CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO JULES BOUY’S INTERIOR DESIGN 
FOR THE  COSMOPOLITAN CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA
This research addresses the interior finishes of the original 1930 interior of the Cosmopolitan 
Club of Philadelphia, located at 1616 Latimer Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  It is intended 
to contribute to the knowledge of interior painting and decoration of the Modern era by focusing 
on the architectural finishes in this important historic interior by prominent designer Jules Bouy. 
Considered in the context of paint systems available in the early twentieth century and Modern 
design as it relates to interior colors, it considers the most intact and prominent public rooms in 
the building. It describes Bouy’s choice of color and its impact on the design. Recognizing that 
additional analysis may contribute to the conclusions, the research proposes reestablishing the 
interior color palette for a select number of rooms in the Club.1 
Paint analysis also sheds light on the evolution of the building by differentiating new architectural 
details from original installations.  Architectural paint research is “more than a tool for establishing 
the original décor of an interior.”2 It is employed to better understand the use of the building, any 
changes to the structure, and the significance of the decorative schemes.  Factors that influence 
architectural finishes includes the building occupants or users’ wealth, culture and social status, 
thus allowing paint research to be used to learn more about the people themselves and their 
environment. 
In a professionally designed interior, such as an interior designed by Bouy, one would expect to see 
innovations in color use in design as well as technology. In addition to providing color schemes, 
architectural paint analysis at the Cosmopolitan Club supplies information about the state of 
finishes used of the early Modern era where changes in house painting materials were shifting to 
newer technologies. 
1.  As current plans for updates to the Club’s electrical system are in conversation, a discussion on restor-
ing the colors is quite timely.
2.  Karen Morrissey, “Commissioning Architectural Paint Research,” Journal of Architectural Conservation, 
Vol 16, no. 2, (1995): 83-98.
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This work expands on Sarah Peterson’s 2012 Master’s thesis and comprehensive history of 
Cosmopolitan Club and the work of Jules Bouy, “Re-discovering Jules Bouy’s Modernist Interior 
for the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia”.3 In her outline of the configuration of rooms and 
furnishings, Peterson offers context for the interior finishes.4  Together the research by Peterson 
and this finishes study inform and support interpretation and preservation of Jules Bouy’s 1930 
design.
3.  Sarah Peterson, “Re-discovering Jules Bouy’s Modernist Interior for the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadel-
phia,” Master’s Thesis in Historic Preservation, University of Pennsylvania, 2012. Peterson’s thesis provides 
invaluable information that should be consulted in the understanding of the complete context and back-
ground for this thesis.  
4.  Peterson’s thesis addresses the original design and documented changes to the Entry on the first floor, 
the Lounge at the back on the first floor, the Committee Room and Dining Room on the second floor, and 
the three guest bedrooms on the third floor. 
Figure 1.1 The Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia (photograph by author).
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The Club was founded in 1928 by a group of forward-thinking women who shared an interest in 
the liberal arts, modern ideas and social activities. Today the Club continues to operate out of their 
original location on an intimate street next door to the National Society Colonial Dames of America. 
Edmund Gilchrist, a well-known Philadelphia architect, was chosen to design the building to 
conform to the conventional Philadelphia style of row houses and brick façades. Gilchrist retained 
the three storey, three bay wide façade facing Latimer Street. Gilchrist was interested in a classical 
style of building for the Club. However the original Building Committee decided that the interior 
would be modern. The Committee was inspired by the decoration of the New York Cosmopolitan 
Club, as well as several other interiors done in the “modern manner.”5 Club founders chose New 
York designer Jules Bouy to design the interior specifically to demonstrate their sophisticated and 
modernist tastes. 
Club histories record that there was a battle of the architects, so to speak, as the exterior of the 
building did not match the interior style. Original ideas from the two architects were compromised: 
the classical forms were removed from the exterior and the interior would remain modern, but 
“not too shocking.”6  Gilchrist’s plan for the lobby and main Entry of the Club originally was divided 
into three rooms, but Bouy decided that the room needed to be open and designed low wall 
partitions described as a “curving counter” for the Entry.7 In the end, the Entry and most of the 
interior was left entirely to Bouy. 
Although the interior has been extensively repainted over the years, the original finishes are intact 
and accessible. Four black and white photographs published in the society magazine The Spur 
in March 1932 offer a glimpse of Bouy’s interior design.8 The interior of the club was altered in 
1939, only nine years after its official opening, and again in 1955 and in 1983.  Most of the original 
architectural detail remains, but as the Cosmopolitan Club is not a historic house museum and 
5.  “Report of Building Committee: Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia.” June 1928- June 1929. Cosmopol-
itan Club Archives. Other interiors visited by Club members included “the Isle de France, American Design-
ers Galley, Junior League, etc.” 
6.  “Research Materials on the History and Decoration of The Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia,” com-
piled by Margo Burnette, 2005, 2006, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012,Cosmopolitan Club Archives, Philadelphia, 
PA.
7.  “Annual Report of the Building Committee,” 30 April 1930. Cosmopolitan Club Archives. Philadelphia, 
PA.
8.  “Modern Decoration of Merit,” The Spur, no 6, (1932): 24-25.
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continues to function as an active Club, the finishes of the 1930 design have been covered with 
later applications of paint.
Jules Bouy was born in France in 1872 and began his career as a metal worker in Belgium before 
moving to New York in 1913. Until 1920, Bouy traveled back and forth from New York to Europe to 
run multiple offices of his decorating firm Bouy and Co.9 He moved back to New York permanently 
in 1922. It was around this time that he began to call himself an interior decorator and worked for 
the Paris-based firm L. Alavoine and Company from 1924 to 1927.10 He later worked with designer 
Edgar Brandt as the head of Ferrobrandt, Inc. where Bouy produced his own designs while selling 
metal work by Brandt.11 Bouy was designing everything from lamps and music stands to entire 
custom interiors.  He participated in Macy’s Exposition in Art and Trade in 1927 where he was 
probably influenced by other prominent modern designers of the time, such as Paul Frankl and 
Lee Simonson.12 Bouy reorganized his business as Bouy, Inc. by 1928 and acted as president and 
art director.13  He arrived just as the field of interior design was maturing into a profession that 
supplanted architects in the design of interiors.14  In addition to his skills in metalworking and in at 
interpreting interior space in a Modernist style, Bouy became well known for his modern interiors 
and use of materials. 
In 1930, Bouy’s designs shifted towards forms of the machine age, likely inspired by Frankl’s 
designs. He received recognition for his modernistic work until his death in 1937. From 1929 to 
1934, he received many private home interior commissions. He employed “colorful tone on tone 
wall paints, textiles, and hooked rugs, along with silver and gold net curtains were all employed to 
enhance the modernistic style of each interior.”15 Peterson notes that at the Cosmopolitan Club, 
9.  Bouy’s company Bouy et cie, had locations in New York, Paris, Brussels, and Berlin in 1915. His Paris 
branch operated until 1920.  Peterson has discovered that Bouy also was involved with a company called 
Janson, Inc. from about 1916 to 1920, based in New York, however he lived in Paris for two of those years. 
Peterson, 31- 50.
10.  Karen Davies, At Home in Manhattan: Modern Decorative Arts, 1925 to the Depression (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 1983) 74. 
11.  Ibid.
12.  Peterson, 49-50.
13.  Davies, At Home in Manhattan, 74.
14.  Martin Battersby, The Decorative Thirties (Philippe Garner, ed. New York: Watson-Guptill Publica-
tions. 1988), 59.
15.  Peterson, 58.
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Bouy combined synthetic and modern materials such as permatex, monel metal, and linoleum, 
with traditional materials like olive wood and mahogany.16 Historian Alastair Duncan points out 
that although Bouy produced several notable pieces between 1925 and 1935, little information 
is available of his work during this period.17  Given that Bouy’s design for the Club falls in the 
middle of this period and probably represents one of the most modern of his clients’ requests, its 
interpretation and preservation is particularly significant.
Four public rooms of the Cosmopolitan Club were chosen for finishes analysis in this research: 
the Entry, the Stair Hall, the Lounge, and the Library. The Entry is located on the first floor at the 
north end of the building and includes the reception area at the front of the room,  the doorway 
to the Lounge at the back of the room, and the main staircase to the basement and second floor 
levels (Figures 1.2 and 1.3).18 The reception area is comprised of the office area in the northeast 
and the waiting area in the northwest. The Entry is recorded as originally being yellow. The stair 
at the southwest end of the room is a logical extension of it. The design of the stair walls would 
have been an important aspect of the hall, as the area would be visible from the main entrance to 
the lobby.  In addition, the primary entrance to the Club was meant to be located on the west side 
of the building, directly across from the stair hall.19 However, city regulations required the Club to 
have an entrance on Latimer, so a main entrance was added to the north façade, and the west side 
was reduced to a side entry.20
A letter from an early club member found in the Club records describes three shades of blue on 
the walls in the stair hall created the illusion of more space in a small building.21   This area was 
16.  Peterson, 49. 
17.  Alastair Duncan, American Art Deco (New York: Abrams, 1986), 102. The featured mantelpiece of 
wrought iron and shellac was designed by Bouy for Ferrobrandt, part of the collection of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art.
18.  Peterson’s projected floor plans of the original interiors were adapted for this report. The floor plans 
seem to be based on the floor plans drawn as existing architecture in 1939 by G. E. Brumbaugh. From Col-
lection #34,Winterthur Library, Joseph Downs Collection of Manuscripts and Printed Ephemera, G. Edwin 
Brumbaugh, Cosmopolitan Club. 
19.  Peterson discusses a drawing by Bouy of the side entrance interior view from March 1930 that she 
believes was never realized, as the simpler version of the design exists today that is believed to be origi-
nal, compared to matching alcoves that are present in the Library and are known to be original. Peterson, 
82. 
20. “Annual Report of the Building Committee,” 30 April 1930, 2, Cosmopolitan Club Archives.
21.  Edna Phillips, letter to Mary Virginia Harris, no date, in “Art Deco in Cos Club 1928” folder, Cosmo-
politan Club Archives, Philadelphia, PA. However, numerous samples confirmed that such a palette did not 
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Figure 1.2 The Entry, first floor,  plan, present (drawing modified from source, Peterson, 2012).
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Figure 1.3 The Lounge, first floor, plan, present (drawing modified from source, Peterson, 2012).
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examined because it would have been a unique feature of the Clubhouse. There is no surviving 
photograph of the area documenting the original design.
The Entry leads to the Lounge (also called the Salon), where the Steinway piano designed by Bouy 
is located and where club members frequently hold meetings and lectures. The Lounge has been 
alternatively described as pale blue, brown and tan and as white.  A Club member writes that the 
lounge and its concentric rounded frames were “bone white.”22 This would be similar to the dining 
room in that the only color was the furniture, the drapery, and the carpet. 
The stair from the Entry leads up to the second floor landing. The Library is situated at the north 
side of the building (Figure 1.4). It retains all of the architectural features of the 1930 interior, 
including scalloped trim, the original fireplace and light fixture. Because of its architectural 
integrity and limited use as an intimate meeting space, it is the best candidate for paint study 
and restoration. The Library was also featured in the 1932 Spur article. The two photographs and 
captions described the room as green and yellow.23 Strips of wood were added to the walls to give 
dimension. Low-relief panels were characteristic of Bouy’s designs. Bouy’s chairs and tables were 
covered in permatex. He favored color and texture, such as soft-pile fabrics like velvet or velour, 
over patterns and printed designs.24  
Two of the three guest bedrooms on the third floor would be possible candidates for additional 
finishes analysis. Named for the original color of the furniture (the Yellow Room, the Pink Room, 
and the Blue Room) only the Yellow and Pink Rooms remain sufficiently intact to ensure the 
presence of original paints. The Blue Room has been the most dismantled over the years, having 
undergone the removal of an entire wall and door and the installation of wall cabinets to better 
serve as the Club office. The Pink Room is still set up as a guest bedroom and the Yellow Room is 
used as the Club’s Committee Room today. 
exist.
22.  “Cos Club in 1930s remembered by Edna Phillips,” [handwritten for Mary Virginia Harris], no date, in 
“art Deco in Cos Club 1928” folder, Cosmopolitan Club Archives.
23.  This is informed by a combination of paint analysis, the 1932 photograph, and documented firsthand 
accounts. 
24.  Peterson, 106.
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The interior of the Club was redecorated in 1939 to reflect the tastes of the Club officers and 
members. It is understood that some of the more conservative members favored toning down 
the bold, Modern colors and elements.25 The architect for the renovations, George E. Brumbaugh, 
documented changes to the Entry, the Lounge, and the conversion of the Blue Room into the 
club’s office.26 These renovations included lighting, repainting, removal of the low counters in the 
Entry, and the installation of new stair railings, as well as adding a restroom near the office area. 
25.  See “Decorating Bills 1939” folder in the Cosmopolitan Club Archives.  Permatex was a shellac-based 
adhesive that was invented in 1909 for bicycle tire applications. 
26.  See Joseph Downs Collection of Manuscripts and Printed Ephemera from the Winterthur Library on 
Brumbaugh’s renovations.  Paint colors were not specified in these files.
Figure 1.4 The Library, second floor, plan, present (drawing modified from source, Peterson, 2012).
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While the installation of an elevator was considered during this period, it was not implemented. 
An estimate in the 1939 construction documents addressed removing “applied wood wall strips 
and brackets on the south wall and over the fireplace as directed only, in second floor library” and 
to “cut all scored joints in plaster wall and plaster patch throughout” at those joints.27 Apparently, 
this work was not carried out, as today the wooden elements remain in the library.28  At the same 
time, modifications to lounge furnishings were carried out by decorator Oscar Ernest Mertz Sr. 
Additional renovations to the Dining Room and kitchen spaces were carried out in 1955.29 Nearly 
three decades later, in 1983, custom cabinets were installed in the office area of the Entry, the 
entire Stair Hall was repainted, the Committee Room received new carpeting, and the Library had 
“vinyl grass cloth installed in panels” on the walls.30
Today the Club still owns over 80 pieces of original furniture by Bouy, which may be the largest 
collection of his work.31 The Dining Room, for example, is furnished with the original tables 
and chairs.32 The black and red furniture add bright color to the otherwise all-white room.33 In 
recent years, attempts to restore the Art Deco style of the interior have been made. Furnishings 
representative of the era and similar to Bouy’s style, such as metal-framed mirrors and several 
metal lighting pieces, have been added to the rooms where original Bouy furniture had been 
removed.  Returning the colors of the interior spaces to Bouy’s original design would be critical to 
the integrity of restoration efforts. 
 
27.   “Notice to Bidders: Alterations to Cosmopolitan Club, Philadelphia,” 30 June, 1939.  Joseph Downs 
Collection. Winterthur Library.
28.  The thesis determined that these details were the original wooden strips by Bouy.
29.  These rooms were not analyzed in this thesis, as such, less information is included here. 
30.  Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia Decorating Committee, Budget Request for 1982-1983.” Cosmo-
politan Club Archives.
31.  Peterson, 139. Peterson also states that the Metropolitan Museum of Art has collected almost thirty 
of his pieces in the late 1960s. 
32.  There has been a modification to the top of the largest table. All of the furniture is in need of repaint-
ing, though the original finishes were reportedly burned off.
33.  The fireplace and light system from the original design were taken out and the windows were re-
placed. The fireplace added excitement to the room; it has been recommended that the Club replaces this 
piece, either with another Bouy fireplace or with a replication if possible.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The author reviewed a wide range of source materials to address the multi- faceted subject areas 
of the research topic. The resulting literature review is divided into five parts in order to address 
each aspect of the subject individually. The first part addresses Jules Bouy’s designs, both at 
the Cosmopolitan Club and elsewhere. It places attention on colors and finishes. In the second 
section, the available information concerning the construction, alteration and maintenance of 
the Cosmopolitan Club is examined. In the third section, studies of the finishes of the era of Jules 
Bouy are reviewed for colors, details on practices of painting, and for information about the 
finish materials. The fourth section considers literature on the early modern paint systems in the 
beginning of the twentieth century and the changes in technology over those first few decades of 
the century. This information provides context for interpreting the results of this finishes analysis. 
The literature review ends with a discussion on the current practices in finishes analysis.
2.1 Colors at the Cosmopolitan Club and Other Jules Bouy Interiors
Paramount to this study of the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia is the 2012 thesis in Historic 
Preservation by Sarah Peterson, “Re-discovering Jules Bouy’s Modernist Interior for the 
Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia.”1 Peterson’s paper analyzes the interiors and furnishings of 
the rooms in the Cosmopolitan Club as designed by Jules Bouy in 1930.  It provides valuable 
background on the history of the Cosmopolitan Club and its building, as well as the life and works 
of Jules Bouy. Peterson notes that from 1929 to 1934 Bouy received many private home interior 
commissions and selected “colorful tone on tone wall paints, textiles, and hooked rugs, along with 
silver and gold net curtains” to enhance the modernistic style of each interior.2  Three-toned walls 
would become a trademark of Bouy’s work.  Peterson includes an account published in the New 
1.  Sarah Peterson,“Re-discovering Jules Bouy’s Modernist Interior for the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadel-
phia,” Thesis in Historic Preservation, University of Pennsylvania, 2012.
2.  Walter Rendell Storey, “Modernism Enters the Business World: Dealers in Many Branches of Industry 
Show Themselves Alive to the Merits of Newer Modes,” New York Times, 18 March 1928, 85, quoted in 
Peterson, 54-58.
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York Times of a room Bouy designed in 1928 for the De Pinna department store. One piece worth 
repeating here concerns Bouy’s interior paneled walls:
The only ornamentation is supplied by the two lines of flat, plain 
molding at the top and sides. The walls illustrate well the three-
tone scheme of decoration used by Jules Bouy in his color work. 
The general hue of the panel is repeated in a slightly deeper tone 
on the inner strip of molding framing the panel, while the outer 
molding is still darker.3
Peterson notes that Bouy used a three-toned scheme in this room. He combined black furniture 
lacquer with orange upholstery, and lavender and green benches with green cushions.4   Peterson 
points out that Bouy’s 1930 design for Schinasi Apartment on Park Avenue in New York had similar 
colors:
brown, purple, and gold in the living room;  
green, “French grey,” and “Chine brown” in the dining room; 
 “tete de negre and at least six graded shades of orange” in the 
den; 
and in the bedroom, silver, crab-pink in “graded shades,” with a 
hint of “lemon” on the furniture knobs.5
Peterson goes on to reference a New York duplex studio living room from 1930 in which the wall 
treatments were lacquered white, “Chinese yellow,” “tete de negre,” and gradations of blue, and 
the upholstery was black, cobalt blue, orange, and grey with cream piping.6 A 1934 music room 
in Camden, Maine was adorned with a tapestry of “violet, red, blue, white, and green” which 
contrasted strongly with the “citron-yellow” color of the opposite wall.7 
In her description of the Cosmopolitan Club, Peterson draws on primary source materials and 
references color for each of the rooms. She explains that Bouy combined new and traditional 
3.  Storey, “Modernism Enters the Business World,” 85, quoted in Peterson, 55.
4.  Ibid.
5.  Juliette Brossard, “Cahier d’Art Decoratif Americain” in Talk of the Town, April 1930, 19-23, quoted in 
Peterson, 60. (Line breaks added by author).
6. “Space Saving and Modern Decoration In A Studio Living Room,” House and Garden August 1930, 
quoted in Peterson, 63.
7.  “View of over mantel tapestry in Carlos Salzedo music room, Camden, Maine], 1934, [published in] 
Arts and Decoration, quoted in Peterson, 65. 
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materials in his interior designs, including permatex, monel metal,8 and linoleum9 with olive wood 
and mahogany.10   Peterson’s furnishings inventory was carefully reviewed for each room. The 
colors when they were available, including upholstery, drapery, and floor coverings were noted 
and considered in the context of the finishes colors.  The original design of the entry was composed 
of brown linoleum flooring with furnishings in brown, tan, green, blue, grey, and yellow.11
Early black and white photographs offer valuable illustrations of Bouy’s interior designs. In New 
Backgrounds for a New Age, Edwin Avery Park shows a black and white print of a bedroom 
in a New York apartment that Bouy designed in 1927.12  The design is modern with unbroken 
panels from floor to ceiling and flat architectural frames surrounding the panels. These panels 
were characteristic of Bouy’s designs. Park describes Bouy’s rooms at the Catts offices at the Park 
Lexington building as “carried out in the curiously flat tendency of walls, furniture and color”, but 
does not mention the color specifically.13 In the 1929 House and Garden Book of Color Schemes, a 
stair hall in Pittsburgh designed by Bouy is featured with this caption: 
The simplicity of modern decoration is apparent in this hallway 
in the Pittsburg resident of Irwin D. Wolfe. White walls form a 
striking background for the steel stair-rail, the wrought iron 
entrance door, seats of red lacquer and black leather and a 
standing lamp of engraved glass with an iron base.14
The white, red and black color palette described in this room is also described in the dining room 
of the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia by an early Club member:
8.  Monel metal is a registered trademark for a series of metal alloys composed of nickel and copper that 
was introduced in 1905. It also had small amounts of iron, manganese, and/or silicon. From 1909 to the 
mid-1950’s, this bright white metal was popular for architectural applications. CAMEO. Conservation & Art 
Material Encyclopedia Online. http://cameo.mfa.org.
9.  Linoleum is a resilient, washable floor covering material, invented in 1860 in England. It is made 
by pressing a mixture of oxidized linseed oil, pine rosin, kauri gum, powdered cork (or wood flour) and 
pigment onto a burlap or canvas backing. Linoleum was a common floor covering from the 1860s to the 
1940s. CAMEO: Conservation & Art Material Encyclopedia Online. http://cameo.mfa.org.
10.  Peterson, 49. 
11.  The colors of the furnishings were recorded in an appraisal of the furniture that Peterson used for in-
ventory analysis. Peterson, 80-83.  The brown linoleum was discussed in the renovation plans in 1939.
12.  The room was designed as a project of Ferrobrandt, but Bouy has been given more credit than 
Brandt for the design by Park in his book.
13.  Park, 166.
14.  Wright, Richardson Little and Margaret McElroy, ed. House and Garden’s Book of Color Schemes 
(New York: The Conde Nast Publications, Inc. 1929), 92.
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The Dining-room, decorated in scarlet and white, has indirect 
lighting from pilasters in the four corners.15
as well as in The Spur article from 1932:
There is a striking effect achieved in the dining room by clear 
white and Chinese red. The tables have white tops with red 
supports, the same color as is used for the chairs whose cushions 
are white.16
Secondary sources of interior design of the era show collections of color plates showing rooms 
of the period. Such publications as Alastair Duncan’s Art Deco Interiors in Color and Jean L. 
Druesedow’s Authentic Art Deco Interiors and Furniture in Full Color, offered accurate illustrations 
of Bouy’s period and style and were used for context.
A previous study of the finishes in the Entry was conducted by Materials Conservation Collaborative 
(MCC) in 2012.17 The MCC study addressed the original painting scheme of the first floor ceiling. 
Thirteen samples were analyzed and the colors were matched to commercial Benjamin Moore 
colors. These findings indicate that the ceiling was “bronzed beige” and the walls were “dorset 
gold” in the waiting area and “yellow” near the doorway to the lounge, with a “lemon shine” 
doorframe at the main entry.18 Information in the report is limited and does not address the paint 
type. The report states that a stereo zoom microscope was used to analyze the samples and does 
not mention any other techniques, indicating that the analysis was very preliminary.19 The report 
asserts that the ceiling in the lobby was originally painted all one color, even though the room was 
originally partitioned and low–relief curved architectural panels remain on the ceiling above the 
15.  “Annual Report of the Building Committee,” 30 April 1930, in “1928-1933 Founding” binder, Cosmo-
politan Club Archives.
16.  “Modern Decoration of Merit in Philadelphia’s Cosmopolitan Club,” The Spur 49, no. 6 (1932), 25.
17.  “Cosmopolitan Club Entrance Foyer Finishes Analysis Report.” Materials Conservation Collaborative, 
LLC. April 2012, unpublished. Cosmopolitan Club Archives.
18.  The report states that the wooden door frame was painted “a bright orange followed by two coats 
of dark brown”, but reports that the original finish matches the “lemon shine” Benjamin Moore paint chip. 
They do not describe the reason for choosing the lemon yellow layer as the original finish.  In addition, the 
report states that the north wall was brilliant yellow, however as indicated on their sample map, no north 
wall samples were taken. This may be a mistake in the writing and the report should have stated that the 
south wall was brilliant yellow.
19.  The report acknowledges that matching to a Munsell color system should be performed and that ad-
ditional analysis can pinpoint pigment and binder type. “Entrance Foyer,” MCC Report, 1. 
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waiting area and office area (Figure 2.1). Their paint analysis asserted that “the two-toned scheme 
seen today” on the ceiling “was implemented after the third or fourth painting campaign.”20  These 
findings require additional analysis and more accurate methods of color matching.21  
2.2 Archival Information on the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia
All available information concerning the construction, alteration and maintenance of the 
Cosmopolitan Club was examined. Drawings of the original construction at the Architectural 
Archives at the University of Pennsylvania were consulted. The Architectural Archives contain 
20.  “Entrance Foyer,” MCC, 2.
21.  For example, Bouy may have used the same paint for the entire ceiling and then finished one feature 
in a slightly different glaze. More analysis is required, as discussed in the conclusions in Chapter 5.
Figure 2.1 The waiting area of the Entry, with view of ceiling showing low-relief architectural panel 
(photograph by author).
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the architectural drawings of the original building architect, Edmund Gilchrist, along with a few 
drawings proposed for the interior by Jules Bouy.22  Bouy’s drawings from this collection include a 
west elevation for the Entry hall area, with section details of the west entrance and side niche;23 
a north, south, east, and west elevation of a guest bedroom on the third floor24 along with a 
drawing of the proposed fireplace plan, section, and elevation for the east wall of the same 
room.25 Drawings for another room on the third floor, Guest Room 3, include the north and east 
elevations of the interior.26 Also in the Gilchrist Collection are the documents pertaining to the 
1955 alterations to the Dining Room and kitchen areas.
Other drawings were accessed through the Joseph Down’s Collection at the Winterthur Library 
in Delaware, which contains the collection of George E. Brumbaugh’s architectural drawings and 
office notes.27 Brumbaugh was the architect for the renovations at the Cosmopolitan Club of 
Philadelphia in 1939. The collection includes sketches of the first, second, and third floor that were 
drawn in January of 1939 and are believed to have been the existing-architectural drawings. The 
east and west elevations of the Lounge were drawn, however it is uncertain if this was submitted 
for review.28 The request for proposal for the alterations to the first floor lobby (not including 
painting), the third floor fireplace, and for removing of wall strips and patching plaster in the 
22.  The architectural drawings at the Architectural Archives at the University of Pennsylvania were un-
able to be located due to a filing error.  The Architectural Archives did provide the author with a copy of 
the floor plans. The drawings by Bouy however were not located, though have been examined by Peterson 
in her thesis in 2012, so some of those were reproduced in her thesis, which is how the author was able to 
view those this year. 
23.  Bouy Incorporated, [Proposed] Alley Entrance Door & Niches, Drawing No. 2903, 3 March 1930,Ed-
mund Beaman Gilchrist Collection, Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania. Reproduced in 
the Appendices of Sarah Peterson’s thesis, 2012. 
24. Bouy Incorportated, Guest Room No. 2, Elevation for Carpentry Estimate, Drawing No. 2869, 21 Feb-
ruary, 1930, Edmund Beaman Gilchrist Collection, Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania. 
Reproduced in the Appendices of Sarah Peterson’s thesis, 2012. 
25.  Originally, this room was a candidate for the scope of work in this paint analysis, but was not chosen 
due to time constraints. Due to the amount of documentation available for this room and the current state 
of its preserved interior in terms of the architectural detailing, this room would serve well to be analyzed in 
the future. Bouy Incorporated, [Proposed] Fireplace Guest Room No. 2 Drawing No. 2873, 15 January 1930, 
Edmund Beaman Gilchrist Collection, Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania. Reproduced 
in Sarah Peterson’s thesis, 2012.
26.  Bouy Incorporated, Guest Room 3, Elevations, Drawing No. 2901-2, 28 February 1930, Edmund Bea-
man Gilchrist Collection, Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania. Reproduced in Sarah 
Peterson’s thesis, 2012.
27.  Box #12 includes Office Records “Conger-Cosmopolitan Club”, with several folders. Folder #320 
labeled the “Cosmopolitan Club Architect Notes”. Winterthur Library, Joseph Downs Collection of Manu-
scripts and Printed Ephemera, G. Edwin Brumbaugh, Cosmopolitan Club.
28.  G. Edwin Brumbaugh, [Lounge West elevation and East elevation], 1939, Collection #34,Winterthur 
Library, Joseph Downs Collection of Manuscripts and Printed Ephemera, G. Edwin Brumbaugh, Cosmo-
politan Club. 
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second floor library was submitted in June of 1939.29  Some of the changes to the lobby were 
minor, such as the railings replacement in the stair hall or installation of new lighting fixtures, and 
some were more involved, like the installation of a lavatory in the front of the lobby in the north 
east section of the Entry and the redesigned office area, which focused on the desk space.  The 
doorframe of the new lavatory was said to be taken from the original window frame, after the 
interior of the room would be altered; Brumbaugh instructed that this wooden frame be moved 
to the new door so that the millwork would still match.30  Other notes written on the plans for 
renovation included removing “vertical strips” on some of the west wall areas31 and the installation 
of a new wall board above the round stair display base (Figure 2.2).
29.  The request and the responding proposals are included in the Downs Collection. The job was given to 
D.M. Hunt in July of 1939. In August, Brumbaugh lists Loeben as another subcontractor. 
30.  “Notice to Bidders, Alterations to Cosmopolitan Club, Philadelphia, PA”, June 30, 1939, Folder 320: 
Cosmopolitan Club Specifications, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library, Wilmington, DE. 
31.  It is unclear what kind of wall strips these were; in another part of the drawing showing the east 
elevation by the office area and umbrella rack, Brumbaugh uses the word “waitscot”, so it is likely that ver-
tical strips meant something else. Perhaps they were similar to the strips in the Library, though the strips in 
the Entry seem to only extend mid-way up the wall.
Figure 2.2 The Entry, view of stair display (photograph by author).
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Colored wallpaper samples for the Entry included in the folders in the Downs Collection were 
examined. The samples were not labeled, except for one, which was embossed light brown tint 
“for ceiling.”32 Brumbaugh also specified the replacement of the linoleum floors in the Entry to 
match the existing (original) floor in color. A sample of this floor is also in the Downs Collection. 
Brumbaugh’s drawings of the Entry also include instruction for a new wall board above the center 
of the alcove at the base of the stair33 and the removal of the wood cornice and trim of the 
northwest window on the north wall. The wall rail and strip was also removed on the west elevation 
in the waiting area.34 Four drawings by Frances A. Brumbaugh of the Lounge of the Cosmopolitan 
Club of questionable accuracy show views of the room if small changes were made to the layout 
of the south stage.35  These were compared to the original architectural drawings and any early 
photographs of the Club. Drawings for new furnishings for the Lounge were done by Oscar Mertz in 
1939.36  The renovation information from this collection was used in the interpretation of results.
The Archives at the Cosmopolitan Club contains records dating back to the original founding of 
the Club and the building of the clubhouse,37  including Club histories, letters from Club members, 
photographs, receipts, Club reports, and so on.38 A large selection of these original sources was 
examined for information on the description of the original interior and changes to the building.
There are a few photographs of the original interior that document Bouy’s work. Four black and 
white images from 1932 of the original interior were published in The Spur, illustrating one view 
32.  Collection #34, Box #12, Folder 320, Winterthur Library, Joseph Downs Collection of Manuscripts and 
Printed Ephemera, G. Edwin Brumbaugh, Cosmopolitan Club.
33.  This is on the east wall, between the stairs going down to the basement level and the stairs leading 
up to the second level. 
34.  “Plans, Elevations, and Details” for “Alterations to Lobby, Etc. of Cosmopolitan Club, 1616 Latimer St., 
Philadelphia, PA.” June 26, 1939. Box: G2B Papers, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library, Winter-
thur, DE.
35.   The four drawings are titled: “Side of room looking towards windows, Lounge for the Cosmopolitan 
Club, Philadelphia, PA”; “End of Room as Seen from Entrance”; “Floor Plan”; and “Side of Room Opposite 
Windows,” Box: P1 Papers, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library, Wilmington, DE.
36.  The collection of these drawings is housed at the Athenaeum of Philadelphia. Copies of these draw-
ings were accessed through direct contact with Peterson. 
37.  In fact, the Club donated the original drawings to the Architectural Archives at The University of 
Pennsylvania with the condition that these papers would remain easily accessible to the Club mem-
bers.
38.  A great deal of information from the original interior has been organized into a binder compiled by 
Club member Margo Burnette (“Research Materials on the History and Decoration of The Cosmopolitan 
Club of Philadelphia, Club Archives 2005, 2006, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012”).
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of the Lounge, two views of the Library, and one view of the Dining Room.39 These photographs 
provide the only known visual documentation of the Lounge and of the Dining Room as they were 
actually built. In addition to the photographs, the captions describe the colors of the furnishings. 
A fifth black and white photograph exists of the early Club interior.40 Published in 1931, the 
photograph shows Bouy’s Steinway piano in the Lounge, in front of the alcoves in the arched walls 
of the south stage area. 
2.3  A Review of Finishes of the Period
A review of finishes studies of the early twentieth century offers context for the Cosmopolitan 
Club finishes. While the many interior styles were used in the early twentieth century, ranging 
from revivals to modernistic designs, it was necessary to consider a wide range of styles. “Glitz 
and Glam: Theatrics in the Historical Finishes of Timothy L. Plueger” revealed the color palettes 
of interior surfaces from theatrical Art Deco design in the early 1930s.41 Though the authors do 
not remark on the paints of the original finishes in this published report, some of the colors are 
revealed.  The authors do mention a mural wall painting from 1931 in the Alameda Theater that 
included glazes applied over opaque paints and tinted varnishes over different metallic leaf.42 The 
authors state that the Art Deco period gained momentum in the movie industry in the 1930s and 
that the architects would employ new technologies in their designs.43 The authors’ analysis of the 
Alameda Theatre, located on the San Francisco Bay, constructed in 1932, revealed original finishes 
of the interior of the auditorium to consist of “browns, reds, greens, beiges, and golds,” with 
metallic leaf on the ceiling and vertical niches.44 James Bourdeau of the Canadian Conservation 
Institute gave the same type of report in 1996 for the Senate Banking and Commerce Committee 
room in Ottawa. The purpose of the study was to identify the 1920s Beaux-Arts interior finishes 
39.  “Modern Decoration of Merit in Philadelphia’s Cosmopolitan Club,” The Spur 49, no. 6 (1932): 24-
25. 
40.  “Effective Case Treatment of Steinway Piano for Noted Philadelphia Club,” Music Trade Review 
(1931): 33, in Peterson, 92.
41.  Katharine Untch et al, “Glitz and Glam: Theatrics in the Historical Finishes of Timothy L. Plueger” in 
Architectural Finishes for the Built Environment, Jablonski, Mary A. and Catherine R. Matsen, eds (London: 
Archetype Publications,2009) 235-243.
42.  Katharine Untch et al, “Glitz and Glam”, 240.
43.  Katharine Untch et al. “Glitz and Glam,” 236. 
44.  Katharine Untch et al. “Glitz and Glam,” 238. 
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scheme and colors, but no analysis of the paint was reported.45  Bourdeau does not include a 
written description of the colors, but shows a photograph after repainting of the room with burnt 
orange dado, cream ceilings and moldings, with blue, yellow, and green decorative geometric 
paintings, in addition to murals in the frieze.46 
Wivine Wailliez published a study of the 1895 Hotel Frison in Brussels with a 1924 addition by the 
Belgian Art Nouveau architect Victor Horta.47 Wailliez reports that the finishes for the construction 
of the house did not seem to be complete until 1900. He reported that a cream paint layer with 
light violet and beige hues in an organic motif appeared in the entrance hall of the residence. 
Wailliez compares the wall painting to Hotel Tassel, also designed by Horta in 1894.48 The colors 
found in the stair hall at Hotel Frison were reported to be intense orange for the ground and green 
outlining for a dark orange motif. Interestingly, Wailliez states that the color of the ground of this 
stair wall painting gradates from almost brown to very light orange at the top of the staircase.49 
A few other rooms were analyzed with similar findings of the entrance hall. In all cases, outlined 
decoration was painted over colored ground in the Art Nouveau design. Wailliez reports that the 
pigments and extenders throughout the original finishes of the residence were the same, although 
he does not specify the binding medium. The main pigments were “lead white, zinc or Chinese 
white, blanc fixe (synthetic barium sulfate), lead red, ochre red, chrome orange, ochre yellow, 
chrome yellow, massicot, and chrome green.”50    It is likely that Bouy was influenced by interior 
design in Northern Europe, especially in Brussels and Paris where he worked for a large part of his 
career. The materials used in the interior finishes of Hotel Frison are similar to the finishes used in 
45.  James Bourdeau, “Changed Forever? Part 1: Architectural Paint Investigation at the Canadian Conser-
vation Institute,” in Paint Research in Building Conservation. Bregnhoi, Line, et al. eds. ( London: Archetype 
Publications, 2006), 89. 
46.  There is no indication that the frieze, murals, or decorative patterns were repainted.  See Bourdeau, 
91.
47.  Wivine Wailliez, “Looking for vanished decorations in Victor Horta’s Hotel Frison: an assessment of 
puzzling archaeological findings,” in Paint Research in Building Conservation. Bregnhoi, Line, et al. eds  (Lon-
don: Archetype Publications, 2006), 123-130. 
48.  One of the first Art Nouveau interiors in Belgium, the Hotel Tassel, contained a violet hue wall color 
in the smoking room. It also contained stained glass windows with colors of opaline, violet, and yellow. 
Wailliez, 124.
49.  Wailliez, 125.
50.  Wailliez, 129. Blanc fixe is also called permanent white or enamel white in different sources. Massicot 
is the name for the yellow pigment lead monoxide, which refers to both the natural or synthetic form. Con-
servation and Collections Management Department of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (MFA). CAMEO: 
Conservation & Art Material Encyclopedia Online. http://cameo.mfa.org/materials. 
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the interior of the Cosmopolitan Club.
In 1997, Susan Buck reported on a paint study in her article “A Material Evaluation of the Gropius 
House”, a study of the finishes at the modern-style house built in 1931. The building records 
showed that “Dutch Boy white lead in oil” was specified for the interior white paint to be mixed on 
site. A prime layer was followed by two coats of a semi-gloss finish.  However, the findings showed 
that some of interior walls finished with white, textured plaster.51 In fact, according to the report, 
most of the original specifications were not followed in execution, reminding one that the original 
written specifications are not always reliable sources of information. 
A few finishes studies have reported on the painting material in early twentieth century 
architecture. A 2000 article by Thomas Danzl in Paint Research in Building Conservation reports 
on paint research conducted on the paints at the Bauhaus School buildings in Dessau, Germany 
(1926-1929).52 Analysis showed that a variety of binding media was used for interior paint: calcium 
hydrate, animal glue, vegetable gums, starch, linseed oil, stand oil with addition of resins and 
wax, varnishes based on transparent or semitransparent synthetic resins (alkyd resins). These 
paints would have contained pigments and driers, such as blanc fixer, lithopone, anhydrite, plaster 
of Paris, and cellulose fibers (Faserit).53 The nitrocellulose fibers were purchased, but used by 
the artists experimentally. The combination of materials indicates that the artists were using 
nitrocellulose paints along with the traditional paint systems for application of their studio and 
apartment interiors, as discovered by Danzl. 
A 2004 study on a 1933 kitchen in a modern house in Norway shows a mixture of painting materials 
used in a typical house for different architectural features: distemper on the ceiling, linseed oil 
paint on wooden elements (cornice, skirting, doors and windows), emulsion paint and oil/glue on 
the walls, and pale linseed oil lacquer on the wood floor.54
51.  Buck, “A Material Evaluation of the Gropius House”, 31.
52.  Thomas Danzl, “Paint Research on 20th-century architecture: the case of the Bauhaus buildings in 
Dessau,” in Paint Research in Building Conservation. (London: Archetype Publications, 2006) 37-44. 
53.  Danzl, 43.
54.  The data was used as an example and is not discussed in the article.  Jon Braenne, “ ‘Would you 
please do a scrape of my living room wall and find the original color?’ Architectural paint research seen 
in a wider context.” in Paint Research in Building Conservation (London: Archetype Publications, 2006), 
138. 
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Matthew Mosca’s finishes analysis (June 2012) of the library in the 1914 enlargement of the 
Garret-Jacobs Mansion in Baltimore focused on the walls, the painted plaster entablature, and 
the plaster ceiling.55  Mosca found that the entablature had been carefully grained to match the 
walls, which were made of walnut. Not unlike the Entry and Stair Hall at the Cosmopolitan Club, 
the ceiling was originally painted in a “light yellow ochre color” with a slight gloss.56 
 A finishes analysis thesis written by Sinikka Myyrä in 2012 describes the paints and the interior 
of an 1897 school building, Lappeenranta Lyceum, in Finland that was enlarged in 1907 and again 
in 1939.57 Myyrä analyzed the finishes of the original construction and the early renovations of 
the Art Nouveau period in offices, a central hall, and a couple of classrooms.  She found that 
in the more expensive 1897 oil paints were used on the lower parts of the walls.58  Through a 
combination of visible light microscopy of cross sections and on-site exposures, Myyrä concluded 
that the 1907 period included a palette of dark green tints painted on top of a lighter green layer 
in one room. In another room, she found a green, yellow, and bronze motif on a yellow field with 
a “berry red” dado. In the 1939 renovation, the ceilings were plastered and painted and the walls 
were repainted with oil-based paint without any decoration. The colors of this campaign included 
light yellows, blues, and pale greens and a [flat, fairly glossy] gray, depending on the room.59 
For her 2000 Thesis in Historic Preservation at the University of Pennsylvania, Zana Wolf 
documented and analyzed the interior finishes of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Heller House (1897 with 
a 1909 addition) in Chicago. Wolf reported that browns and other autumnal tones were used 
in Wright’s early interiors, and that his later work of the 1920s made use of more chromatically 
intense colors, such as the lavender and mauve in the Hollyhock house in California (1919-1921) 
and the strong reds in Fallingwater in Mill Run, Pennsylvania (1935-1937).60 An example of the 
55.  Matthew J. Mosca,“Historic Paint Finishes Study: Garrett-Jacobs Mansion, The Library,” June 2012. 
Study released to author by Dale A. Whitehead, executive director of the Engineers Club of Baltimore.
56.  Mosca, 12-15. He provides the Munsell Color Notation:  1.09Y7.75/2.38.
57.  Sinikka Myyrä, Paint Research at Lappeenranta Lyceum, Bachelor’s Thesis in Restoration, University 
of Applied Sciences, Finland, 2012.
58.  Myyra, 17.
59.  Myrra, 18; 41-42; 49, 60. Interestingly, the author reports first finding “latex” paints in the layers cor-
responding to the 1970s period. The author also used the NCS  code for determining color. 
60.  Zana Wolf, “Documentation, Analysis, and Interpretation of the Interior Finishes of Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Heller House,” Master’s Thesis in Historic Preservation, University of Pennsylvania, 2000. 
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autumnal colors can also be seen in the Ward Willits House (1903) in Illinois, where ceilings, soffits 
and friezes were strong yellow with a brown glaze coat, stair hall and living room were brownish-
orange walls; and the dining room was painted green with a brown glaze.61  Wolf also describes 
the use of natural wood finish and sand float plaster finish in many Frank Lloyd Wright buildings. 
At the Heller House, she discovered the original interior finishes as “dark brown in the reception 
room, light orange in the central hall, green in the drawing room, and red in the dining room.”62
In 1999, Helen Hughes argues in her article “Architectural Paint Research: Two Twentieth Century 
Case Studies” that twentieth century buildings are in need of historical paint research as much as 
eighteenth and nineteenth century buildings, even when early photographic evidence exists.63 She 
asserts that the techniques used in earlier structures must be used in twentieth century buildings 
as well. One study involves the interior of the Northwick Cinema in Worchester (UK) which opened 
in 1938 and was designed by interior decorator John Alexander, who was known for his Art Deco 
motifs. The availability of some black and white photographs allowed the author to identify areas 
to sample.  However Hughes explains that in early film, reds may appear black and blues may 
appear light grey, and that relying on these photographs may be problematic.64  
Finishes studies of early twentieth century architecture are becoming more prevalent in the recent 
years as interest in these interiors is increasing and becoming viewed as historic by the owners. 
Many studies, however, are unpublished and not easily accessible. Some examples of interiors of 
the era that have had paint analyses conducted provide “after restoration” depictions, but details 
of the analysis are not included. 
The paint studies that have been reviewed show the vast assortment of styles used in interiors in 
the beginning of the twentieth century. Reviewing this information revealed a gap in the published 
material of finishes studies, that is, the style of American Art Deco in a non-theatrical setting. 
61.  Wolf, 32-39. From Robert Furhoff’s report of 1994 on the Ward W. Willits House. Calcimine paint was 
reported to be found as the yellow ceiling finishes and the glaze was likely to be pure or pigmented orange 
shellac.
62.  Wolf, 71.
63.  Helen Hughes, “Architectural Paint Research: Two Twentieth Century Case Studies,” Traditional Paint 
News, Vol. 1, no. 4. (1999): 12-17. Hughes reported coarsely textured plaster and a matte finish to the origi-
nal paint, which she stated was limited in color range.
64.  Hughes, “Architectural Paint Research,” 14. 
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Analysis of finishes will provide valuable information about the colors used in a distinctly early 
American Modern interior in an affluent neighborhood of Philadelphia from 1930.  It will also 
identify the type of finishes used by professional painters at the time, reporting on binding media 
and pigments.
2.4   Early Modern Paint Systems 
This section discusses the literature on available paint systems in 1930 and the developments 
in paint technology leading up to the period.  Scientist George Heckel’s The Paint Industry: 
Reminiscences and Comments in 1931 provides a well-timed discussion on paint technology of 
the period.  Heckel states that first major change in paint technology was the introduction of 
“ready mixed paints” in 1867 by D. R. Averill, of Newburg, Ohio.  Averill filed a patent of this 
type and began its manufacture and sale.65 Ready mixed paints meant that home owners did 
not require professional paint mixing, though many continued to hire professional painters. The 
second major change was the development of synthetic paints, which began in the mid-1920s66 
but did not flourish until the 1940s.67 Paints require a transparent, film-forming binding medium, 
into which the pigments are dispersed. Traditional binders for house paint included linseed oil, 
casein or other animal glues, gums, and starches. The development of synthetic binders in the 
1920s began a movement for the progressive development of more durable and stable paints that 
would continue for decades. 
A number of conservation publications offer information on modern artist and house paints. These 
sources are used to construct a timeline of available paint systems. While pigment identification 
has been a helpful way to mark time periods of paint sample , identifying the class of binder 
becomes an important method for dating paints in modern architecture. Important sources for 
constructing this timeline were The Impact of Modern Paints by Jo Crook and Tom Learner in 2000, 
Analysis of Modern Paints by Tom Learner in 2004, Modern Paints Uncovered: Proceedings from 
65.  George B. Heckel, The Paint Industry: Reminiscences and Comments, (St. Louis: American Paint Jour-
nal Co. 1931) 17.
66. These paints were formulated by companies, such as DuPont, in the mid- to- late 1920s.
67.  Jo Crook and Tom Learner, The Impact of Modern Paints (New York: Watson-Guptill, 2000) 17. 
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the Modern Paints Uncovered Symposium by Tom Learner in 2006, and House Paints: 1900-1960 
by Harriet Standeven in 2011. In addition, the history of the DuPont painting division, written by 
W. M. Zintl in 1947, was used to mark the availability and distribution of the newly developed 
paint systems in the United States beginning in the mid-1920s.  Zintl’s history also provides insight 
into the popularity of these paints as he records the opening of new plants for their processing. In 
order to fully appreciate the state of paint systems in the early twentieth century, the next part of 
this section will summarize the important developments.
 A type of brushing lacquer made of nitrocellulose was introduced to the market in the United 
States in 1925 for industrial uses.  Nitrocellulose, or pyroxylin, is a material that consists of mixes 
of different types of cellulose nitrate. It is considered a synthetic material because it is formed by 
treating natural materials made of cellulose, like wood or cotton, with acids, so is considered a 
modified natural material.68  By adding a resin (initially natural resins and later synthetic resins were 
used), then dissolving it in an organic solvent, it can be modified into a form that is appropriate for 
use a binding medium.69 Nitrocellulose lacquers were distributed by Glidden, Sherwin-Williams, 
DuPont, and other companies that were formulating paints in the 1920s for purposes such as 
automobiles. At this time, they began to market its use as a gloss ‘enamel’ household paint. “Duco” 
was the first nitrocellulose-based paint that was economically viable for large surfaces. Duco 
was formulated in 1920 by DuPont, containing 16% nitrocellulose, and marketed nationally in 
newspaper advertisements beginning in February of 1923.70 It was estimated that 250 companies 
by 1930 were producing Duco-like lacquers.71  
Oleoresinous finishes in the late 1920s and early 1930s began to replace natural products. This 
includes phenol-formaldehyde and oil-modified alkyds. Alkyd resins are a form of polyester, and 
when used as a binder, they are modified with significant amounts of oil (~60%) to make them 
flexible, so they are termed oil-modified alkyds. 72  The drying time for these synthetic materials 
68.  Crook and Learner, The Impact of Modern Paints, 15. 
69.  Crook and Learner, The Impact of Modern Paints, 15.
70.  W.M. Zintl, “History of the Du Pont Paint Business.”  1947. Departmental histories. Acc: 1850, Box 8. 
DuPont Archive, Hagley Museum and Library, Wilmington, DE.
71.  Ibid.
72.  Crook and Learner, The Impact of Modern Paints, 17.
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is much shorter than that of a pure drying oil.  Oil-modified alkyd resins were developed in 1927 
but were not used in paints until the late 1930s. In 1926, DuPont introduced its first alkyd-based 
primers, made from glycerol, phthalic anhydride, and linseed oil acids.73 It was launched as “Dulux”, 
which was the first oil-modified alkyd top-coat available on the US trade market, but it was not 
popular because it had poor brushing qualities and coverage. In 1927, the first synthetic resins 
were used in commercial paints and varnishes.74 
Alkyd house paints did not gain widespread use in the United States until the 1940s when these 
were available as water-based emulsion paints. These later systems of the 1930s would not be 
present in the original finish layers at the Cosmopolitan Club, but the systems of the late 1920s may 
be present.  Since the 1940s, alkyd resins have been used as an additive resin to the nitrocellulose 
lacquers, but many others have been used, and the plasticizer in the early formulations was 
camphor.75 
In 1930, house paints that were made based on linseed oil were still commonly used.  Water-based 
paints were used at this time too, such as casein paints, which were widely used in the late 1920s 
and 1930s. Interior Wall Decoration: Practical Working Methods for Plain and Decorative Finishes, 
new and standard treatments, written in 1924, discusses calcimine paints, which were white paints 
or tinted washes used on plaster surfaces, along with casein as a binder in these paints.76 In 1926 
the consumption of ready-mixed paints in the US had grown to sixty-million gallons per year.77 
However, ready-mixed paints still had a bad reputation from the produced paints of lower-quality, 
and as these paints of poor quality were still being produced, many professional painters refused 
to use ready mix paints at all.78 Most of the materials written in specifications for painting and 
decorating at the time were advertised in contemporary architectural magazines like Architectural 
Forum and Architectural Record.79 Company catalogues advertising their products would be more 
73.  Learner, Modern Paints Uncovered, 78.
74.  Learner, Analysis of Modern Paints, 2.
75.  Learner, “The Conservator,” 101.
76.  Fred N Vanderwalker,  Interior Wall Decoration: Practical working methods for plain and decorative 
finishes, new and standard treatments (Chicago : Frederick J. Drake and Co, 1924).
77. Harriet A.L. Standeven, House Paints, 1900-1960: History and Use, (Los Angeles: Getty Conservation 
Institute, 2011), 13.
78.  Learner, “The Conservator”, 101; Standeven, House Paints, 13.
79.  Susan L. Buck, “A Material Evaluation of the Gropius House: Planning to Preserve a Modern Master-
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likely to influence homeowners than interior designers, however the trends published would 
reflect the current design ideas. In an article for Architectural Record, Burr Price writes in 1943 
that interior synthetic paints were becoming necessary due to a growing shortage of natural drying 
oils, though linseed oil distribution was not significantly reduced until 1940.80 Water-thinned resin 
emulsion was becoming very common as a one-coat application for all interior surfaces by this 
time; the supply for casein paints were low due to the Second World War. It is gathered from this 
review of literature that traditional painting materials, specifically binders, would be replaced with 
modern synthetic materials widely around the mid-1940s
Research on Modern paints has focused on the technologies that emerged after 1930, such as 
the development of the oil-modified alkyds in the late 1930s, the development of emulsion PVA 
finishes, or “latex” paints, in 1940s, acrylic emulsion binders in the 1950s, and the replacement 
of linseed oil with semi-drying oils almost entirely. In addition, much of the published studies and 
literature on modern paint analysis is focused on fine arts conservation, rather than architectural 
conservation.  Modern Paints Uncovered provides a valuable overview of the evolution of paint 
technology and describes the systems that would have been on the market at the time.81 However, 
paint analysis and treatment examples are limited to paintings and fine arts conservation. The 
publication House Paints: 1900-1960, while extremely useful for describing the availability of 
these paints over time and information on their analysis, does not elaborate on when and where 
they were used in architecture or interior spaces. The instrumental analysis of modern paints is 
discussed in the following section.
2.5   Current Practices in Finishes Analysis 
This section will discuss literature addressing current methods of finishes analysis and appropriate 
for architectural interiors of the early twentieth century. Many studies rely on advanced analytical 
piece,” APT Bulletin, Vol 28, no. 4 (1997), 31.
80.  Burr Price,“Paints: Present and Postwar.” Architectural Record (June 1943), 81. This suggests that 
linseed oil would still be common up until this point. 
81.  Thomas Learner, Patricia Smithen, Jay W. Krueger, and Michael R. Schilling, eds. Modern Paints 
Uncovered: Proceedings from the Modern Paints Uncovered Symposium (Los Angeles: Getty Conservation 
Institute, 2006).
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techniques to determine the binder and the pigment of the paints and identify any added 
components like extenders and thickeners, which are often used in the manufacturing of modern 
synthetic paints. 
A brief overview of the types of architectural paint systems is described in “A Survey of Paint 
Technology: The Composition and Properties of Paints” in Paint in America (1994). In addition 
to describing the composition of traditional paints, modern paint systems are discussed, such 
as alkyds, alkyl resin paints, and emulsion (“latex”) paints.82  While these new paint systems 
were emerging in the United States, traditional paint systems continued to be widely favored. 
Traditional paints and finishes have been more prevalently studied in finishes analysis, as older 
systems comprise the majority of historic interiors. Many sources discuss these systems in great 
depth and they have been adequately reported on in terms of period, location, and availability. 
Important resources that have been consulted for the study of architectural paint systems beyond 
Paint in America include Architectural Finishes in the Built Environment (2009) and Paint Research 
in Building Conservation (2006). Both of these sources are a collection of publications that report 
on the state of finishes analysis in a national and an international context, providing examples of 
recent finishes studies.
In The Analysis of Modern Paints (2004) Tom Learner notes that the most successful methods 
for traditional media analysis are Gas Chromotography (GC), sometimes coupled with mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and direct temperature-
resolved mass spectrometry (DTMS).83 He clarifies that traditional binders include oils, egg 
tempera, resins, proteins, and waxes. FTIR is used for differentiating between the classes of 
binding media. Learner explains that GC-MS is more difficult for synthetic binding materials due 
to their high molecular weights. Most synthetic materials are polymer-based, or macro-molecular. 
Learner discusses the use of pyrolysis (heat in the absence of oxygen) in breaking down these 
larger molecules into fragments, which are then separated and identified by GC-MS, together 
82.  Morgan W. Phillips, “A Survey of Paint Techonology” in Paint in America, ed. Roger Moss. 1994. 
83.  Learner, Analysis of Modern Paints, 30-31.
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abbreviated as Py-GC-Ms.84 Chapters dedicated to each of these analyses offer great detail.  Learner 
also discusses extenders used in modern paints as well as some characterization of pigments. 
The research done by Learner provides insight into interpreting results and characterization by 
analytical methods for modern synthetic paint systems. The “Experimental Details” in an appendix 
to Tom Learner’s Analysis of Modern Paints provides clear analytical procedures for FTIR and GC-
MS analysis of paints and un-pigmented resins. Data sets containing retention times and charge 
ratios for Mass Spectrometry and main absorptions for FTIR analysis of some of the analyzed 
materials are included in tables in this publication as well.
Mads Christensen in his article “Material Analysis in Relation to Architectural Paint Research,” 
published in 2006 in Paint Research in Building Conservation, reports that scanning electron 
microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (SEM-EDS) had been used in cross section 
examination from fine arts for decades, and that a low-vacuum SEM-EDS has become prevalent.85 
SEM-EDS has begun to be used more frequently in architectural finishes studies. Christensen also 
states that binding media analysis by spectroscopy methods is not reliable in cross section and 
that micro-extracts from each paint layer are necessary for meaningful FTIR analysis results. He 
believes that GC-MS is the most suitable for the analysis of binding material.86 GC-MS is extremely 
useful for synthetic materials such as alkyd resins.  In 2008 Dorothy Krotzer also discusses the use 
of GC-MS in the analysis of binding media in addition to other methods in her article “Architectural 
Finishes: Research and Analysis,” published in the APT Bulletin.87 
Richard Newman discusses the analysis of binding media in “Historic and Modern Oil Paints: 
Composition and Conservation” in Paint in America: The Color of Historic Buildings.88  This 1994 
publication also includes the use of fluorescence staining techniques of cross sections, FTIR for the 
84.  At the time of this publication, Learner states that most museums have access to FTIR and GC-MS, so 
the addition of a pyrolysis unit is the main instrument expense to be able to characterize these synthetic 
materials.
85.  Mads Christensen, “Material Analysis in relation to architectural paint research” in Paint Research in 
Building Conservation (London: Archetype Publications, 2006), 16-20. 
86.  Christensen, “Material Analysis,” 17. 
87.  Dorothy S. Krotzer, “Architectural Finishes: Research and Analysis,” APT Bulletin, vol. 39, no.2/3 
(2008), 1-6.
88.  Richard Newman, “Historic and Modern Oil Paints: Composition and Conservation” in Paint in 
America: The Color of Historic Buildings. Roger Moss, ed. (Washington, DC: Barra Foundation/Preservation 
Press. 1994), 257-275. 
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identification of binder material, and GC-MS, though at the time those techniques were not used 
often. The articles in Paint in America discuss the use of paint cross-section analysis to identify 
paint stratigraphies in reflected visible and ultraviolet light. Today the use of FTIR and GC-MS 
is much more available. Paint media can often be classified first by ultraviolet light microscopy 
aided by staining with fluorochromes and further characterized by FTIR for confirmation. In the 
material evaluation at the Gropius House by Susan Buck in 1997, a variety of analytical methods 
including visible and ultraviolet light, cross-section microscopy, fluorescent staining techniques, 
and FTIR were used to characterize the binding media in the various layers of exterior paint.89 
These methods appear to be the most widely used in paint analysis today, along with SEM-EDS 
and Raman. 
Although intended for paintings conservation, there is a particularly useful chapter in Scientific 
Examination for the Investigations of Paintings: A Handbook for Conservator-Restorers on 
“Paint Layers.” It  discusses the possible analytical methods, both invasive and non-invasive, for 
solving a variety of paint investigation problems.90 The major areas of research discussed include 
identifying pigments, characterizing similar pigments, differentiating original layers from later 
layers, identifying organic binders, and documenting defects and alterations of the original layer. 
Of interest here is the discussion on the most reliable methods of the identification of organic 
binders used in painting conservation. Non-destructive techniques include ultraviolet fluorescence 
imaging and FTIR by fiber optics. Micro-destructive techniques include GC-MS and Py-GC-MS, FTIR, 
optical microscopy and ultraviolet fluorescence, spot and staining tests, immunological tests91, 
and Raman Microscopy.  Published in 2009, this handbook contains the current listing of scientific 
analyses used in painting research and describes when and why they are used in a conservation 
setting. 
89.  Buck, “A Material Evaluation of the Gropius House”, 29-35. The same methods are discussed in Paint 
in America, and also discuss more advanced techniques like XRF, SEM, XRD, and several chromatography 
methods. 
90.  Daniela Pinna, Monica Galeotti, Rocco Mazzeo, eds., Scientific Examination for the Investigations of 
Paintings: A Handbook for Conservator-Restorers, (Firenze, Italy: Alpi Lito, 2009).
91.  Limited to protein identification. Pinna, 93. 
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Color determination is a very important part of finishes analysis, and often the most valuable 
to clients who wish to reproduce a historic interior with technical accuracy. The most accurate 
methods of color matching involve colorimetry, which is the quantification of human color 
perception. The colorimeter provides accurate color measurements which can be generated in 
several systems of color measurement, including the Munsell Color System and the CIE LAB color 
space system.
In her 2003 finishes dissertation Susan Buck secured each uncast paint sample onto a microscope 
slide with a drop of clear nail polish to allow for scraping away paint layers and exposing the 
original.92 These samples were used for color matching and for pigment sampling.  In a 2007 thesis 
by Kerry Johnston, color matching was done by revealing layers of larger samples and matching 
them to color cards, using both reflected light under the microscope and natural daylight using 
an Optivisor.93 A colorimeter was used in the finishes study by Catherine Matsen in her 2003 
thesis, which requires flat surfaces of paint samples, as roughness will affect the color reading.94 
The Munsell system is the most common color standard in the architectural preservation field 
in the United States, for matching isolated paint scrapings to the correct color swatch.  The CIE 
system is considered to be the color standard in the color industry.95 There are currently two kinds 
of colorimetric instrumentation available for measuring color. The more affordable photoelectric 
colorimeter is less accurate than the very expensive spectrophotometers.96  
92.  Susan L. Buck, “The Aiken-Rhett House: A Comparative Architectural Paint Study,” Dissertation in Art 
Conservation Research, University of Delaware, 2003, 110.
93.  Kerry L. Johnston, “Free Neoclassicism and Interior Architectural Surface Finishes: The Investigation, 
Analysis, and Interpretation of William Strickland’s St. John’s Episcopal Church, Philadelphia,” Thesis in 
Historic Preservation, University of Pennsylvania, 2007.
94.  Catherine Matsen, “The Corbit-Sharp House at Odessa, Delware: Finishes Analysis and Interpretation 
of Four Interior Rooms,” Thesis in Historic Preservation, University of Pennsylvania, 2003.
95.  The Scientific Examination for the Investigations of Paintings: A Handbook for Conservator-Restorers 
describes the mathematical system used by the Commission International de l’Eclairage (CIE) for defining 
color.  
96.  Ibid.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines the documentary and laboratory methods employed for this research. Given 
that the main work was to identify the original paint colors and finishes types used in the interior 
of the Cosmopolitan Club, this section describes how the documentary sources were used, how 
samples were analyzed, and the iterative process for arriving at the results and conclusions  
3.1  Statement on Room Selection
Four separate rooms in the building were examined: the Entry (Room 101), the Lounge (Room 
102), the Library & Card Room (Room 202), and the Stair Hall from the first floor to the third 
floor landing (S1, S2, and S3).  Criteria for choosing these spaces was threefold: each space was 
considered an important part of the original design and frequently used by the original Club 
members; that documentary information about alterations existed and was available; and that 
the rooms were among those examined in Peterson’s extensive archival research and detailed 
inventory.  
The Entry, Library, and Lounge easily satisfied the criteria. An important description by a Club 
member prompted the inclusion of the Stair Hall in the study. In a letter believed to date to 1978, 
Edna Phillips recalled that the wall color transitioned from light to dark blue as one ascended the 
stair case.1 Well-documented changes to the Entry from 1939 renovations were instrumental in 
establishing the chromachronologies in that space.
3.2   Documentation and Sampling
On site examination began with a visual survey of each room. Conditions and changed were noted. 
Samples were taken from the major architectural features in each room, including doorframes, 
1.  The letter was dated when it was filed in the Cosmopolitan Club Archives, possibly in the early 1980s 
when information about the history of the Club was being gathered by Mary Virginia Harris who wrote to 
early Club members about the original interior. Late in this research another document uncovered stating 
that the blues were of the carpets (History of the Club, Mary Virginia Harris, 1991). This is conflicting infor-
mation, though answers a lot of questions. This will be further discussed later in this thesis.
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window frames, walls, ceilings, baseboards, and Bouy’s signature vertical wall panel frames, as 
well as multiple locations on detailed curvature of cabinets and doors where the likelihood of 
finding original finishes was greatest. Where gradations in color were thought to exist, multiple 
samples were taken and examined to test assumptions. Locations exposed to more wear over time 
required additional sampling from alternate locations.  As much as possible, discreet locations 
were chosen for sampling. 
Approximately 35 samples were taken from each room in three or four sampling campaigns. 
About fifteen samples were taken of each room and examined before sampling more locations. 
The advantage of close proximity to the site and the possibility of multiple sampling trips provided 
the time to determine which samples were useful and what locations would need to be further 
investigated to complete a thorough analysis of the original interior.  
Each sample location was photographed on site for recording purposes.  In some cases, these 
samples were examined in situ with a 30x hand-lens. Attention was given to acquiring in tact 
samples that included the substrate as well as all paint layers.  Samples were taken using X-Acto 
knives while wearing an Eclipse Opti-visor to magnify the area while sampling.  The samples varied 
in size, but were usually measured between 0.5-2 cm in diameter. Samples from each location 
were placed into a separate labeled coin envelope for transport to the University Architectural 
Conservation Laboratory where they were analyzed. Samples were assigned a unique number 
according to floor, room and sequence of sampling. A data sheet was created for each sample. 
For example, a sample of a wall in the Lounge on the first floor was given “CC102.02”, where CC is 
the project name (Cosmopolitan Club), 102 is the second room on the first floor and .02 indicates 
the number order the sample was taken, in this case, the second sample taken. These sample 
numbers are used in all labels of the sampling, documentation process, laboratory analysis, and 
data files. 
A list of the samples and photographs of sample location are included in Appendix A.  This 
information will be important if additional finishes analyses are conducted in the future. The 
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sample tables outline information for the samples that were used for analysis and interpretation 
for each room. It describes the location of the sample site according to the substrate on which the 
finishes were applied.  All of the tables are included in Appendix A. 
3.3  Sample Preparation
The paint samples were first viewed under a Leica stereoscope at a range of magnifications, from 
2x to 11x, to find the most complete chronology for each sampled area. The most intact samples 
were selected to embed onto cured half-cubes of semi-cured polyester resin using mini ice cube 
trays with embedded labels.2 After the samples were set onto the half cube, the cubes were filled 
to the top with another layer of resin to permanently secure the sample. If there was a sample 
that had separated from the substrate during the sampling process, the substrate and the rest of 
the layers were embedded together in the same cube. The samples were allowed to cure for a 
couple days in the fume hood, and later were taken out of the tray and set under light of a 100W 
bulb to ensure curing of each side of the cube before cutting.
The sample cubes were then hand-sanded flat with 100-grit paper secured to blocks, as the cubes 
naturally formed a meniscus in the tray. The now- squared sample cubes were cut through the 
sample paint layers to create cross sections using a Buchler Isomet micro-saw to produce a cross-
section for each sample. These cross-sections were hand-polished with micro-abrasive alumina 
powders (Buehler Micropolish II, 0.05 micron) on a felt cloth, lubricated in Stoddard Solvent3 and 
mounted to microscope slides.4 The mounted cross sections were used for microscopic analysis. 
The rest of the sample cubes were stored in labeled plastic sample bags for future reference and 
research. The mounted cross sections are stored in labeled microscope slide storage boxes.5 
2.  The resin used was Bio-plastic catalyzed with a methyl ethyl ketone peroxide.
3.  Stoddard solvent is used rather than an aqueous solvent to prevent possible dissolving of water 
soluble finish layers.
4.  The samples were first temporarily mounted using double-sided poster tape so they could be photo-
graphed again.  After the completion of this study, the samples will be mounted using Melt-Mount, a more 
permanent mounting media, which will allow for secure storage and the preservation of the samples.
5.  The samples will be given to the Cosmopolitan Club Archives after the completion of this thesis.
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3.4  Techniques of Analysis
(I) Cross-Section Microscopy
While this thesis focuses on the period of the original finishes scheme from 1930 to 1939, the 
identification of later paint layers were used for comparison and general dating among all of the 
samples.  Known painting campaigns noted in documentary sources, were correlated as much 
as possible in the sample stratigraphies. The stratigraphies were also used to identify original 
architectural elements and differentiate additional features.  
Cross sectional samples were first examined in reflected visible light at 40X and 100X using a 
Nikon Alphaphot-2-YS2 compound microscope.  Paint layers were identified. Relative color of 
layers was noted. Inclusions, such as pigment shape, size, distribution within the layer were noted 
and recorded.  Dirt layers, the presence of coatings, and separation between layers were also 
recorded. 
The samples were then microscopically examined in filtered ultra violet light using a Nikon 
Alphaphot-2-YS2 compound microscope retrofitted with an ultra violet light source and filter 
blocks.6 Making use of characteristic autofluorescence of organic and inorganic materials when 
illuminated with a specific range of ultra violet light, the author observed and noted distinctive 
auto-fluorescent colors.7 Given that the four main groups of traditional binding materials found 
in architectural paints—proteins (glues, casein), oils, carbohydrates (gums), and resins—may 
exhibit specific autofluorescent colors when viewed in appropriately filtered ultraviolet light, this 
microscopical method helped quickly differentiate layers that may have contained aged binding 
media.8  Certain pigments can also exhibit characteristic autofluorescence.9 For example, knowing 
6.  A BV-1A Nikon filter block was used, which is for blue-violet fluorescence excitation with an excitation 
bandwidth of 430-440 nm and a barrier filter of 470 nm. The narrow excitation band is used to minimize 
specimen autofluorescence. The long-pass emission filter allows detection of a wide range of fluorochrome 
wavelengths. Nikon MicroscopyU, “Fluorescence Filter Combinations,” http://www.microscopyu.com/ar-
ticles/fluorescence/filtercubes/blueviolet/blueviolethome.html.
7.  Many common materials used in architectural finishes either fluoresce or develop fluorescence over 
the years as the materials age. Wolbers, 167.
8.  For example, shellac will appear orange, glues will appear greenish, other proteins as yellowish, resins 
as white, gums as bluish white, and aged drying oils as greenish-yellow.
9.  Zinc white usually autofluoresces as bright yellow and lead white as brown. This can be seen at times 
more easily than others, depending on pigment to binding media ratios.
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that zinc white usually fluoresces as bright yellow and lead white appears brown, it was sometimes 
possible to distinguish pigment type and, more importantly, to associate layers from samples to 
each other. With this information, the author gained insight into the paint composition and was 
able to correlate layers from one sample to the next within a room and, sometimes, from room 
to room.10
Each sample was photographed in both visible light and filtered ultraviolet light.  The resulting 
photograph was inserted into each sample’s data sheet for reference and easy comparison. The 
data sheets facilitated comparisons of stratigraphies and selection of samples for further analysis. 
They also assisted with the identification of the original finish layers for instrumental analysis, 
as discussed later in this section, and for color matching.  The data sheets with cross section 
photographs for each sample used in analysis is included in Appendix B. 
(II) Finish Classification and Identification of Materials
Fluorescence microscopy was utilized as a preliminary method for observing material differences in 
the layers of the cross section paint samples. Once the samples had been examined and questions 
formed about the composition of specific materials, more exact methods of analysis were pursued. 
Working with Senior Conservation Scientist Catherine Matsen at the Scientific Research and 
Analysis Laboratory at the Winterthur Museum, both pigments and binding media were analyzed. 
Matsen provided assistance with running the analyses and expertise in the interpretation of the 
data acquired from all techniques used. 
Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis was performed on selected uncast samples to determine 
the general classification of the natural organic materials, allowing for the identification of common 
traditional architectural finish materials, as well as the more specific identification of inorganic 
pigments and minerals. 
FTIR relies upon infrared light to excite specific materials, which in turn produce characteristic 
10.  Such autofluorescence can be seen at times more easily than others, depending on pigment to bind-
ing media ratios, the age of the paint, and the parameters of the filter blocks.
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vibrational and rotational energies for functional groups of molecules. These vibrational and 
rotational energies produce a pattern that is collected by the instrument detector and produces a 
spectrum with stretches corresponding to the functional groups. These patterns are matched to 
reference samples in the software database. Samples for analysis must only contain the layer of 
interest, so material was acquired with a scalpel while viewed under a stereoscope. The sample 
material is placed directly on a diamond cell and flattened with a steel micro-roller to decrease 
its thickness and increase its transparency. The sample was analyzed using a Thermo Scientific 
Nicolet 6700 FTIR with Nicolet Continuμm FTIR microscope in transmission mode.11 
Additional analysis and interpretation of samples with Gas Chromatography Mass Spectroscopy 
(GC-MS) was performed by Dr. W. Christian Petersen, Researcher and Adjunct Associate Professor 
at the University of Delaware. GC-MS was performed on two layers of one sample to confirm the 
identity of the binding media of the original paint layers first analyzed with FTIR. GC-MS allows for 
the specific identification of the organic components, compared to FTIR, which determines general 
classes of materials. Because architectural binders are typically composed of large molecules, such 
as oils, resins and waxes, samples were treated with MethPrep II reagent to reduce the molecular 
weight and make the components more volatile.12  Samples were analyzed using a Hewlett-Packard 
6890 GC instrument equipped with 5973 mass selective detector (MSD) and 7683 automatic liquid 
injector. Agilent Technologies MSD ChemStation control software was used to acquire the data.13 
The oven temperature was held at 50°C for two minutes, then programmed to increase at 10°C/
minute to 325°C where it was held for 10.5 minutes for a total run time of 40 minutes per sample. 
The data from GC-MS is translated as a chromatogram where peaks correspond to the retention 
11.  Data was acquired for 128 scans from 4000 to 650cm-1 at a spectral resolution of 4cm-1. Spectra were 
obtained using Omnic 8.0 software and analyzed in this program with various IRUG and commercial refer-
ence spectral libraries.
12.  MethPrep II reagent converts carboxylic acids and esters to their methyl ester derivatives. Finishes 
containing oils, resins and waxes often are partly composed of carboxylic acids or esters. Samples were 
transferred directly to a heavy-walled glass GC vial and then 100µL of 1:2 MethPrep II reagent (Alltech) in 
benzene was added. The vials were warmed at 60oC for one hour in the heating block, removed from heat, 
and allowed to stand to cool. Sample preparation was done at the Winterthur Analytical Laboratory by 
Catherine Matsen and W. Christian Petersen. 
13.  The software gathered the data with Winterthur RTLMPREP method and conditions as follows: inlet 
temperature was 300°C and transfer line temperature to the MSD (SCAN mode) was 300°C. A sample vol-
ume (splitless) of 1µL was injected onto a 30m×250µm×0.25µm film thickness HP-5MS column (5% phenyl 
methyl siloxane at a flow rate of 1.5mL/minute).
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time of the component. Mass spectrometry analyzes these separated components with an ionized 
electron beam, which is fragmented and further separated. The data produced is a mass to charge 
relationship of the components that are identified in interpreting the data.
Other analyses used were Raman spectroscopy14 and Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy 
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS).  Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm pigment 
identity.   SEM –EDS was used for mapping individual elements in the paint layers examined. 
For SEM-EDS, rather than using extracted material, the existing cross-section was mounted to 
a carbon stub with double-sided carbon tape adhesive. Carbon paint was applied on the side 
and top surfaces of casting medium, without covering the cross-section itself. The sample was 
examined using the Topcon ABT-60 scanning electron microscope.15 The EDS data was collected 
with the Bruker AXS X-flash detector 4010 and analyzed with Quantax 200/Esprit 1.8.2 software. 
SEM was used to determine some of the components of the paint layers, such as zinc white or 
lead white. The data is displayed as spectra of x-ray emission energy with peaks that correspond to 
specific elements. This software is able to create a two-dimensional map of the surface elements. 
This is also useful for determining the presence of certain pigments.
(III) Measurement of Color and Color Matching
This section outlines the measurement of colors and creation of color matches for the original 
finishes in the Cosmopolitan Club.  The target layers of the paint samples were identified in cross 
section at low magnification under a  Leica stereo-microscope.  For this process of color matching, 
uncast samples were used.
Because of constraints on time and budget, it was not possible to match colors with a 
spectrophotometer.16 Instead, colors were matched using the Munsell color references. The 
14.  For Raman spectroscopy, the sample was analyzed with the Renishaw Invia Raman spectrometer 
(785nm diode laser) in conjunction with WiRE 2 software with extended scan from 200-2200cm-1, 50X 
objective lens, exposure time of 20 seconds/scan for one accumulation, and 10% laser power.
15.  It was performed at an accelerating voltage of 20kV for the electron beam, stage height of 22mm, 
and sample tilt of 20°.
16. A portable spectrophotometer, such as Konica Minolta CM700-D, with the option to adjust aper-
ture size would be the instrument of choice. It would allow for the possibility of measuring color on paint 
samples and in situ with a high level of accuracy not available from a colorimeter.  
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Munsell Color System identifies color in terms of hue, value, and chroma.17  The Munsell Color 
File18 includes standardized [screen printed] color cards organized by hue in a card catalog format. 
These color cards represent a specific color in the Munsell Color System and each card has a 
unique label as a numeric and letter combination of hue, value, and chroma as “H V/C”,19 such as 
2.5YR 7/1.20
Original finishes were exposed in select locations at the Cosmopolitan Club. Locations included 
three areas on the Library woodwork, two areas of walls in the Stair Hall between the first and 
second floor, and one area on the baseboard in the Entry.  These exposures were achieved by 
carefully scraping off the non-original paint layers in a series of square windows. Exposure size was 
not standardized for each location, but the smallest dimension of the area exposed was at least 
1 cm by 1 cm. When combined with microscopic examination of the paint layer in cross section, 
the on-site reveals allow more than one site for matching the original paint. On-site exposures 
of original finishes confirmed and supplemented laboratory analysis to give a more accurate 
description of the colors. They can also help in revealing multiple finish layers, such as graining 
or other applied glazes. As long as the correct layer has been revealed, the on-site exposures as 
they existed in their intended environment frequently provided a better understanding of how the 
colors interacted in space with one another.
17.  Munsell notation is frequently used in architectural finishes research, though not an official stan-
dard. Munsell notation does have scientific credibility, as it is the standard for national soil research, 
adopted by the United States Department of Agriculture.
18.  Note that this product is no longer sold by the company, who now offer color sheets individually, 
thus, one would need to create a Munsell Color File themselves if a collection is needed. The Munsell 
Color File used for this research is owned by the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
19.  There are five principal hues and five intermediate hues. The notation for the main hues are Y for 
yellow, R for red, B for blue, G for green, and V for violet. The intermediate hues are combinations of the 
principal hues, such as BG for blue-green. The value describes the lightness of the color and the chroma is 
related to saturation of the color.
20.  The currently established accepted method for color measurement is the use of a colorimeter or a 
spectrophotometer. The instruments would provide the numeric conversions for color matching.
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CHAPTER 4
FINISHES INVESTIGATION ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The research on the finishes of the interior of the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia has produced 
both new and predictable results. At once, it has dispelled conflicting accounts of the original 
interior colors while also contributing new information about the appearance of the original 
interiors and the composition of the finishes. The results are grouped by room.
4.1 The Entry (101) and Stair Hall (S1, S2, S3)
The Entry to the building is located at the north end of the building on the first floor. It includes 
the waiting area and the reception desk in the front of the room, the doorway to the Lounge at 
the south end of the room, and the stairs to the basement and second floor. 
Findings for the Entry show that the room was painted in shades of yellow with brown trim. 
The samples analyzed showed between three and five layers of material for the first painting 
campaign. The baseboards throughout the Entry were originally finished in a dark brown paint, 
over a white prime and light yellow preparatory layer of paint. This light yellow layer seems to have 
been applied to all the features in the Entry before the final finish layers were applied. The stair 
railing caps (Sample 101.19 in Appendix B) at the back of the Entry match the baseboard. Samples 
101.02 and 101.03 (see Appendix B for cross section micrographs and information for referenced 
samples), from the west wall and south wall baseboards, respectively, show evidence of a sealant 
or size within its fibers. Under ultraviolet light, this preparatory coating brightly fluoresced white, 
indicating the presence of a resin or other clear coating.  The possibility of graining, a faux wood 
finish,  was considered. 1 However, a small exposure of the baseboard confirmed that the woodwork 
was painted an opaque brown. It is possible that the baseboards were also varnished or waxed.
1.  Graining can appear as a series of layers that includes a white primer, a base coat layer of the wood 
that it is intending to imitate, sometimes a hue of yellow or pink, with brown glazing on top to match the 
wood it is trying to imitate, followed by a protective varnish layer.  The stair railing caps were not exposed, 
so another exposure would be needed to confirm that the brown was not graining on that area.
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 The door frames of the front and side entrance, the frame of the doorway to the Lounge, and the 
alcove frames flanking the side entry were originally finished in a golden-yellow color, over a white 
prime layer and a light yellow preparatory layer. The earliest paint layer of the doorframe sample 
(Sample 102.25 in Appendix B) autofluoresces bright white under ultraviolet light, indicating the 
use of a sealant or resin. The white and the light yellow prime layer seem to match the layers 
of the baseboard preparatory and prime layers.  Dirt layers between three golden yellow paint 
layers indicate that it was a choice color for three repainting campaigns. The dirt layers indicate 
that some time had passed before repainting occurred.2  MCC reported a “bright orange” for their 
doorframe sample of the main entrance in the Entry,3 however the sample was matched to a more 
yellow-orange hue, as Munsell 10YR 8/8. 
The plaster walls appear to have been varnished or glazed over the same light yellow paint 
layer found on the baseboards and doorframes. Autofluorescence of the layers suggest that the 
composition of the prime and preparatory layers is similar to those found elsewhere. The plaster 
walls were sealed and primed, as were the baseboards and doorframes. The finish was of multiple 
layers: a light yellow preparatory layer, a thin layer of light yellow, with another clear layer and a 
yellow layer on top (Samples 101.09, 101.11, and 101.14 in Appendix B).  Most of the wall samples 
have the same stratigraphy with the repeated layers of clear coatings. In all cases, a yellow paint 
layer was applied over the clear finishes. 
 With no evidence of wallpaper fiber found, it is most likely that the two clear layers are a varnish 
or an oil glaze.4 Confirmation of composition and stratigraphy of the finish layers requires further 
analysis. The exception to these findings of all yellow walls is a west wall sample from the initial 
waiting area, which is a shade of brown over the same white prime and light yellow preparatory 
layer (Sample 101.13 in Appendix B). Additional layers of brown paint were applied later. A 1939 
renovation drawing in this collection shows that removal of vertical wooden strips on the wall in 
2.  It is not uncommon to repaint trim every couple of years due to constant wear and tear of these 
areas.
3.  The MCC report states BM Lemon Shine 2020-20 as the color match, but this author found BM Semo-
lina 2155-40 a better match. The Semolina has more of an ochre hue than gold.
4.  The clear layer has white autofluorescence, which could be a resin or glue.  It could be a glazing layer. 
Further analysis may help determine the identity of this layer. 
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the waiting area of the entry was intended.5 In addition, the area was separated from the rest of 
the Entry by a low curving counter. Therefore, this sample may indicate that this section of the wall 
originally was treated differently than the rest of the room.6 
The original ceiling finish was a pale, less saturated, yellow-tan (Samples 101.15 and 101.28 in 
Appendix B). These findings are relatively consistent with the MCC report for the ceiling, although 
the commercial color match in this research offers a slightly different selection that has a hint 
more yellow in the tint.7 In this research the color for the ceiling was matched to Munsell 2.5Y 
8.5/4. The presence of the lighter ceiling is consistent with trade literature of the time that asserts 
the ceiling should be the lightest color in the room, and can be a lighter tint of a color in the room. 
A door panel sample from the interior of the lobby entrance is originally finished in a pale yellow 
as well (Sample 101.24 in Appendix B). The door was painted in this finish color for six or seven 
painting campaigns before being painted brown. Since doors are painted more frequently than 
walls, it is uncertain when the switch to brown paint was first applied. There is a change in 
autofluoresce of the original yellows after the fourth layer, signifying a change in painting material.8 
A sample from the side of a column at the waiting area (Sample 101.14 in Appendix B) was further 
analyzed using FTIR (Figure C.1 in Appendix C). Peaks in the spectrum indicate the presence of 
gypsum, calcite chalk, lead white, linseed oil and a drier and clay component, which contains iron 
oxide, or ochre.9 The ochre gives the yellow wall paint in this room its color.10 
The brown and yellow of the finishes palette are also seen in the original furnishings. Peterson 
5.  G. Edwin Brumbaugh, Collection #34, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library.
6.  Another possibility is that the painters had painted the original wall strips and dragged paint on the 
walls before finishing those. More samples of the west wall of the waiting area would support the findings 
for a different color finish in this area.
7.  The color samples are very close. The author found that Sherwin-Williams 6387 “Compatible Cream” 
to be more suitable than Benjamin Moore 2152-50 “Bronzed Beige” because the SW6387 had a slight more 
yellow in the tint, which was found to match better to the paint sample. This is understood that this is a 
subjective color matching technique.
8.  This may indicate that at least a couple of years had passed before the fifth coat was applied.
9.  Yellow ochre often contains gypsum, magnesium carbonate, and other impurities in the iron miner-
als. Gettens and Stout, Painting Materials, 134. Interpretation of peaks were performed at the Winterthur 
Laboratory under the supervision of Catherine Matsen.
10.  The yellow ochre is the hydrated form of iron oxide. Yellow ochre often contains gypsum, magne-
sium carbonate, and other impurities in the iron minerals. Gettens and Stout,  Painting Materials, 134.
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reports original furnishings were in colors of brown, tan, green, blue, grey and yellow.11  The Entry 
floor was originally covered in dark brown linoleum. The continued use of brown flooring in the 
Entry suggests that the color palette did not change drastically from 1930 to 1939 in this room. 
When the architect G. E. Brumbaugh renovated the Entry in 1939, he removed the low curving 
counters around the waiting area and office area.  As a result, the original linoleum floor was 
removed in some places and replaced with new material.12  He replaced the linoleum in other 
areas of the Entry floor “in kind”.13 Pieces of the original linoleum floor, or perhaps the 1939 match 
of the flooring, survive in the Downs Collection at the Winterthur Library. 
Table A.1 in Appendix A lists the samples from this room that were used in analysis and are 
considered representative of the original finishes. Appendix B contains the cross sections for the 
analyzed samples. The samples from this room used for color matching are outlined in Table 4.1 
below. In addition to the Munsell Color notations, approximations of the equivalent commercial 
paint color are given.14  In the chart, “MS” stands for Martin Senour paints, “SW” for Sherwin-
Williams, and “BM” for Benjamin Moore. The numbers are the manufacturers’ catalogue numbers 
for the paint.  The commercial paint colors used in this report are depicted using RGB values.15 
Since RGB is a system of using light to produce color, these colors are close approximations but 
should not be considered absolutely accurate.16
11.  A green couch, two tan chairs, two mahogany tables, five blue enameled wall chairs, five brown 
velveteen plush cushions, two chocolate enameled end tables, and a brown rug with a grey border are the 
reported furnishings in the waiting area of the Entry. Peterson, 84. 
12.  G. Edwin Brumbaugh, “Notice to Bidders, Alterations to Cosmopolitan Club, Philadelphia,” 30 June 
1939, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library.
13.  Ibid.
14.  Munsell Color File cards were matched by viewing the cards in both daylight and lighting under a 
stereoscope to paint supplier fan books (also called color wheels) by Benjamin Moore, Sherwin-Williams, 
and Martin Senour. These three paint companies have the reputation for matching historic paints and are 
frequently used in conservation practice today. By using three different suppliers, a better color match 
can be found, though sometimes the color is still not a complete match to the Munsell card, and even the 
Munsell card may not be a perfect match to the paint sample. 
15.  The RGB values for Martin Senour paints were obtained by the author by filing a request with their 
color department. For Sherwin-Williams, the RGB values are given with their paint colors on their online 
catalogue. For Benjamin Moore, the RGB values were obtained by the author using the online catalogue 
and Adobe Creative Suite CS5.5. 
16.  This is the case when this document is being viewed on a digital screen. If this document is viewed in 
hard copy, the colors are distorted further from the printing process, as printing uses CMYK values, which 
is an additive system to produce colors.
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The Stair Hall and middle landings are included here together with the results of the Entry because 
they are a continuation of the Entry space. Judging from samples of the baseboards, walls, and 
ceilings of the first through third floors, the color palette was found to be identical to the Entry. 
Sample  analysis indicates that the Stair Hall walls were yellow, the baseboards brown, and the 
ceiling a cream (pale yellow-tan) throughout the three floors.
Because of the discrepancy between Club member Edna Phillips’s (c. 1978) description of the 
staircase with the sample analysis, it was important to further consider the finishes there. Phillips 
described the staircase as colored in three shades of blue “as one ascends the staircase to give the 
feeling of space in the small building”17, yet blue was not found among the samples. Therefore the 
original finishes were exposed in two locations in the stair hall, one on the inner stair wall and one 
on the outer stair wall.18 Both revealed an original yellow layer matching the yellow walls of the 
Entry, followed by finishes in tan, grey, light grey, and finally, the current color scheme of shades 
of off-white (Figure 4.1).
17.  Letter from Edna Phillips, [Handwritten for Mary Virginia Harris], no date, “Art Deco in Cos Club 
1928” folder, Cosmopolitan Club Archives. The letter is annotated at the top, in different penmanship 
“1978”. Another hand-written document records Edna’s recollection as “Magical #3 – hallway up to third 
floor, done in 3 shades of blue—pale down to Caribbean blue-electric blue—electric blue.”
18.  The inner stair wall samples show wood substrate, whereas the outer wall is plaster. Because dif-
ferent architectural materials are usually an indicator for a different finish, both were exposed to confirm 
findings.
Room Architectural Feature Samples for Color Matching Color Closest Found Equivalent Color Chip
Entry                     
and                     
Stair Hall
baseboards 101.03, S1.04 7.5YR 3/2 brown MS 1050-D                                                “Fresh Brewed” not yet determined
bookshelve frame;                             
doorframes 101.18; 101.20: 101.25 10YR 8/8 golden yellow-tan
BM2155-40                                      
“Semolina”
 
walls and door 101.06B; 101.14; 101.17; 101.23; 101.24; 101.31  2.5Y 8.5/6 light yellow
MS 1026-B                                       
“Calliopsis”
ceiling 101.15; 101.28  2.5Y 8.5/4 light tan
MS 1062-B  “Hot Sand”                 
or                                                               
Cream”      
MS 1050-D
BM2155-40
MS 1026-B
MS 1062-B SW-6387
Table 4.1 Color matches for the Entry and Stair Hall.
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The existence of the yellow and brown palette is supported by the early furnishings inventory 
for the second floor landing set forth by Peterson in which a large yellow rug, three hooked rug 
mats, in brown and orange, and a small yellow rug were found. These colors complement the two 
yellows and brown found in this finishes analysis.
There are several possible explanations for this discrepancy between the finishes analysis and 
documentary accounts. Phillips may be remembering a later design of the Club. Paint cross 
sections revealed shades of grey belonging to the fifth painting generation that may have appeared 
blue.  Another explanation could be that the walls were covered with wallpaper, and that they 
were removed before repainting19; however no evidence of wall paper fibers or adhesive were 
found in the cross section analysis (Samples S2.06, S3.01, and S3.10 in Appendix B). The colored 
wallpaper samples from the 1939 renovation included in the Brumbaugh documents suggest that 
wallpaper was considered as an alternative to repainting. These scraps of paper with possible 
19.  Evidence of wallpaper adhesive can sometimes be found in UV cross section microscopy of the 
samples, but adhesives can also be removed and replastered without evidence remaining.
Figure 4.1 Exposure of finish layers in the Stair Hall (interior) on wood substrate Iphotograph by 
author).
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colors for the 1939 redecoration illustrate a palette of a light blue, a dark blue, a medium blue, a 
reddish-brown, a dark brown, and an embossed tint light brown “for ceiling”.20 These three blues 
may represent the time period that Philips is remembering. The construction documents from 
the renovations do not specify changes to the materials in the stair hall, except for the new stair 
railings and associated plaster repair.21  In another version of the Club History, the author writes:
Edna Phillips was one who knew Bouy and loved his 
decorations.  She was especially impressed with his use of color to 
create a sense of expanse particularly his carpeting for the stairs 
which was in shades of blue rising from dark into lighter colors as 
it ascended to the third floor giving an illusion of depth.22
Clearly, the author is evaluating Edna Phillips’s description of the stair hall and seems to be 
correcting her at a later date. This revision of Edna’s memory along with the absence of blues 
in paint analysis suggests that the blues in the Stair Hall were actually the shades of the carpet 
runner. 
The early furnishings inventory for the second floor landing set forth by Peterson included a large 
yellow rug, three hooked rug mats, in brown and orange, and a small yellow rug. These colors 
complement the two yellows and brown found in this finishes analysis. 
4.2 The Lounge (102)
The Lounge extends beyond the Entry towards the back of the building and is the largest room 
in the Club. It was intended as a place for exhibitions, recitals, lectures, and other events, as 
well as a salon. With a “sunken square floor”23 at the center of the room and raised platforms 
framed by three concentric arches at the north and south ends, the Lounge is among the most 
distinctive interior spaces in the building. Two platforms on the north and south ends of the room 
are surrounded by three concentric arches in the wall from east to west. Alcoves in each of the 
20.  Brumbaugh, 1939, Collection #34, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library. 
21.  Ibid.
22.  Mary Virginia Harris, “Early History of the Founding of the Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia”, 1991, 
Cosmopolitan Club Archives.  
23.  “Annual Report of the Building Committee,” 30 April 1930. Cosmopolitan Club Archives. The main 
floor is accessed by two steps down from the first platform.
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arches were originally illuminated to use as display cases.24 Bouy designed a hooked rug with an 
“old ivory center, with gradations of brown, chestnut and yellow” for the Lounge. It extended 
from the north platform to Bouy’s wrought iron and chromium fireplace at the south platform.25 
Bouy designed a Steinway piano for the Lounge, prominently displayed on the south platform. 
The photograph of the Lounge in The Spur shows the rug, piano, and concentric walls at the south 
platform (Figure 4.2). 
Analysis of the original finishes in the Lounge found them to be pale grey, blue-grey, blue, and 
pale tan.  The pale tan, or cream, was the finish found for the east and west walls, in two layers, 
above a surface preparatory layer and prime (Samples 102.12 and 102.35 in Appendix B). Sample 
102.35 was used for color matching; this finish was matched to the same color as the Entry ceiling. 
Because the walls in the Lounge curve into the ceiling, it is possible that that the ceiling was in the 
same color.26  This would imply that the ceiling colors in both the Entry and the Lounge were the 
24.  The lamps are still inside each case, however, some of the case doors have been replaced.
25.  The colors of the rug are described in the photograph caption of the Lounge.”Modern Decoration of 
Merit in Philadelphia’s Cosmopolitan Club,” The Spur 49, no 6 (1932), 245.
26.  Today, dropped down ceilings are blocking most of the original ceiling in the Lounge. The author did 
Figure 4.2 Photograph of the Lounge, 1932, originally published in The Spur (G.W. Harting).
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same, even though the rest of the colors were different. 
The back walls of each platform stage, the north and the south, were found to be an off-white 
or very pale grey color (Samples 102.18 and 102.33 in Appendix B).27 The samples from these 
areas both contain a plaster substrate with a cream-colored sealant or preparatory layer that 
autofluoresces bright white, suggesting that it was some sort of clear coating, such as a resin or 
oil varnish. A coat of white was applied next, followed by a thin clear layer and another whitish 
layer of paint and an off-white or very pale grey finish layer. The pale grey color seems to have 
been repeated for another painting campaign, though fluorescence microscopy indicates by way 
of a change in autofluorescence from one layer to the next, that this second pale grey is a different 
material.28 
Both the baseboards located on the stages as well as the baseboards at the front of each platform 
were originally painted greyish-blue. Several samples from the baseboards were used for cross 
section analysis (Samples 102.01, 102.22, and 102.34 in Appendix B). The wooden frames of the 
alcove niches in the stage walls were also the same shade of greyish-blue (Samples 102.03 and 
102.38 in Appendix B).  They were sealed—evident by fluorescence microscopy showing bright 
autofluorescence within the wooden fibers—with some sort of resin. The baseboard on the 
east wall of the south stage (Sample 102.22) shows a white prime layer followed by two coats of 
greyish-blue paint. It is unclear whether or not these two coats occurred during the same painting 
campaign. The first coat is slightly darker than the second, which could be explained by sunlight 
bleaching the second layer if a two-coat finish system was employed. However, a baseboard from 
the west wall on the south stage (Sample 102.23), only contains one coat of the greyish-blue paint. 
Examining the samples under UV light revealed that the finish from sample 102.23 matches the 
not have access to the ceiling due to the height of the room. The height of the Lounge is much taller than 
the Entry because of the sunken floor and the raised (original) ceiling. Part of the second floor above the 
Lounge is accessed by an additional couple of steps from the main second floor landing to accommodate 
for the extra height provided in the Lounge. Overall, the Lounge is a very expansive room for a Philadelphia 
row house. 
27.  Sample 102.18 was chosen for further analysis with FTIR. The results from FTIR show that the pale 
grey finish layer consists of gypsum, calcite chalk, lead white, and a clay component in a linseed oil binder 
(Figure C.2). No pigment was identified by this method, which could mean that the concentration was too 
low in this sample to detect with this type of analysis.
28.  The original pale grey has a yellowish white autofluorescence and the second pale grey has little or 
no autofluorescent behavior.
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second greyish-blue finish in sample 102.22. The bright yellow autofluorescence of both layers 
suggests that the paint was bound with oil based media. The consistency in the original layer on 
the baseboard samples confirms that the less intense greyish-blue was the intended finish. 
The original finishes of the walls of the concentric arches on the north and south stage were a 
pale grey-blue.  The color is a less saturated, lighter color than the blue found on the woodwork, 
although it is of the same hue.  Samples were taken from each face of each arch on both the north 
and south stages; most of these samples were analyzed with microscopy and some were used for 
color matching. A sample from the outermost north arch wall on the east side of the room (Figure 
B.x, sample 102.06) shows a stratigraphy of: plaster substrate, a white preparatory layer, a clear 
size, a white prime layer, and a light greyish-blue finish layer. This sample matches a sample from 
the south platform wall (Sample 102.27 in Appendix B).29 
The sample from the south platform wall (Sample 102.27) was chosen for further analysis by 
FTIR, SEM-EDS, and Raman Spectroscopy.  Three layers from this sample were analyzed to better 
understand the differences in the early layers: the first finish (f1) is the grey-blue layer; the second 
finish (f2) is a greenish-blue layer; and the third finish (f3) a greenish-grey layer. FTIR results for 
f1, the original finish layer, show peaks for various white pigments without identifying the blue 
pigment responsible for giving the layer its blue color30  (Figure C.3 in Appendix C). Instead, Raman 
Spectrometry was successful able in identifying the pigment in f1 as either ultramarine or lazurite 
(Figure C.7 in Appendix C). Ultramarine is the synthetic form of lazurite. Ultramarine has been 
synthetically produced since the 1830s. It would be unusual to find lazurite in a twentieth century 
house paint, therefore it is probable that the synthetic ultramarine is the pigment in the original 
layer. 
The second paint layer (f2) is also a blue color. FTIR analysis indicates that it contains lead white, 
barium sulfate, and Prussian blue (Figure C.4).  Interestingly, the ultramarine pigment of the first 
finish layer was replaced with Prussian blue for the second campaign of painting. Raman results 
29.  Sample 102.27 lies on the same plane as the outermost arch face on the south wall of the platform. 
See Sample Location photographs in Appendix A.
30.  Composition included barium sulfate, zinc white, gypsum, and calcite chalk.
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for the third layer (f3) show peaks for the anatase form of titanium dioxide, a white pigment that 
substituted for lead white and zinc white  beginning in the late 1910s (Figure C.9). SEM confirmed 
the switch from lead-based paints to titanium-based paints by the third finish campaign with 
elemental spot analysis (Figure C.18).
Because certain elements in the room were replaced, such as the drop ceiling and the vertical 
east wall frame and matching window frame on the west wall, care was taken to sample from 
original material. The frames sampled on the east wall contained only the most recent campaigns 
of painting (Samples 102.08 and 102.09 in Appendix B). These samples show wood substrate with 
multiple layers of white prime and off-white finish layers. The layers all contain similar uniformly-
sized particles and exhibit similar autofluorescence, suggesting that they are synthetic commercial 
paints.  It is supposed that the wall frames were installed at the same time the window frames on 
the west side of the Lounge since they have the same molding profile.31  These elements are not 
Art Deco or Modern in design and a 1939 drawing of the Lounge does not include them (Figure 
4.3). In the same drawing the original location of the platform steps are shown in the middle of the 
stage and portieres are hung in the doorway.32
Peterson reports that decorator Oscar Ernest Mertz Sr. was employed by the Club in 1939 to 
design furniture and shelving for exhibition and display in the Lounge.33 Sketches of the proposed 
designs for the Lounge show the furnishings in context (Figure 4.4). The arches on the stage wall 
are rendered in dark blue and the back wall a lighter shade of blue. This could be coincidental, but 
perhaps he was alluding to the current room colors at the time.
31.  Records were not found for when this renovation took place, though it is likely that it took place even 
after the 1955 campaign.  Documentary evidence or material evidence is needed to confirm this.
32.  Another drawing shows another view of the south stage, where supposedly proposed changes to 
stage would occur. In this view, there are portieres hung in the first arch. It is not known if these hangings 
were conjecture.
33.  Peterson, 94.
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Figure 4.4 Proposal for Cosmopolitan Club Lounge, by Oscar Ernest Mertz Sr., 1939, (Mertz 
Collection, Athenaeum of Philadelphia).
Figure 4.3 Lounge for the Cosmopolitan Club, by Frances Brumbaugh, 1939, (Joseph Downs 
Collection, Winterthur Library).
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Table 4.2 summarizes the samples that were used for color matching in the Lounge with the 
Munsell Color notations and the equivalent color card sample from commercial paint suppliers, as 
explained for Table 4.1. 
4.3 The Library (202)
The Library is located on the second floor of the Club, above the Entry, on the north side of the 
building. It is entered from the south, through a double door at the south west side of the room. 
The room has three windows on the north wall, three built-in shelving units that span the height 
of the wall on the west, and a metal fireplace on the east wall, flanked by two additional built-in 
shelving units. This room has seen very little change over the years and retains almost all of its 
original Bouy installations. 
Estimates in the 1939 construction documents for the renovations by G. Edwin Brumbaugh 
included removing “applied wood wall strips and brackets on the south wall and over the fireplace 
as directed only, in second floor library” and to “cut all scored joints in plaster wall and plaster patch 
throughout” at those joints.34  This description indicates that the locations for the color blocks on 
the plaster walls, like the wooden inner window frames on the north wall, were delineated with 
score lines. The strips were evidently not removed from the south wall as they remain in the 
Library today. Cross section analysis shows the same paint layer stratigraphy as other elements in 
the room (Sample 202.09 in Appendix B).
34.  G. Edwin Brumbaugh, “Notice to Bidders: Alterations to Cosmopolitan Club, Philadelphia,” 30 June, 
1939, Joseph Downs Collection, Winterthur Library.
Room Architectural Feature Samples for Color Matching Color Closest Found Equivalent Color Chip
Lounge
east and west walls 102.12; 102.35 2.5Y 8.5/4 light tan
MS 1062-B  “Hot Sand”              
or                                                               
Cream”               
stage baseboard;                                 
alcove frames 102.03; 102.07; 102.34 10B 5/4 deep blue-grey
almost MS 1115-C 
“Meandering Creek”                      
or                                               
SW-6508 “Secure Blue”
stage arch walls                                    
(1st, 2nd and 3rd);                             
 102.02; 102.26; 102.27; 
102.29;102.32;102.36; 
102.37;102.41
10B 6/2 blue-grey
almost MS 1116-B                             
“recycled denim”                      
or                                                          
BM 2129-50 “winter lake”
stage back walls and door 102.18; 102.21; 102.33 2.5Y 8/2 pale grey
MS 1057-A “Resort Sand”           
or                                     
BM OC-11 “Clay Beige”
MS 1062-B SW-6387
MS 1115-C SW-6508
MS 1116-B BM2129-50
MS1057-A BM OC-11
Table 4.2 Color matches for Lounge.
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Figure 4.6 Photograph of the Library,  SE View, 1932, originally published in The Spur (G.W. Harting).
Figure 4.5 Photograph of the Library, NW View, 1932, originally published in The Spur (G.W. 
Harting).
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Two photographs from the 1932 article in The Spur with views of the original Library interior 
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6) offered vital information on where to take samples. Walls were described as 
being painted in shades of green ranging from dark to light, and panels of yellow for the pictures.35 
The areas for the tri-colored walls were easily identified using these photographs. 
The window frames and the doors retain their original scoring details. The scored lines indicate 
where the color block boundaries are located on the woodwork. The tri-colored design of the 
wall was found to be pale yellow, green, and light green. Samples were taken of the south wall 
(pictured above in Figure 4.6) in each of the three color blocks in the middle panel (Samples 
202.25, 202.28, and 202.32 in Appendix B). The tri-colored wall scheme seems to have only lasted 
for the first painting campaign. The next painting campaign resulted in a light orange-pink over a 
white primer on all sections of the wall.36  Sample 202.25 is from the bottom color block and shows 
two coats of green finish. Sample 202.28 is from the top middle panel color block and has two 
layers of a pale yellow finish. The two-coat finish is distinguishable in UV light because of different 
relative intensities of autofluorescence. 
The double door on the south wall is also tri-colored, in the same pale yellow, green, and light 
green as the wall. The door is incised at the same height as the inner window frames on the north 
wall, as well as where the scored plaster divides the top and bottom wall panels. Samples from 
each half (top and bottom) of the inner window frame (Samples 202.13 and 202.14 in Appendix B) 
were taken to determine the original finish color. Both samples show wooden substrate and white 
prime layer. The top sample, 202.13, showed a pale yellow finish. The bottom sample, 202.14, 
showed green, matching the bottom sample from the wall panels.
The outer frame of the center bookshelf on the west wall was originally finished in green to match 
the bottom wall and door block colors (Samples 202.21 and 202.23 in Appendix B).  The ceiling 
was similar in color to the pale yellow of the wall panels.37 
35.  “Modern Decoration of Merit in Philadelphia’s Cosmopolitan Club,” The Spur 49, no 6 (1932): 24.
36.  In cross section, the next painting campaign looks to be a white primer with a light peach finish. It is 
not known when this change in color scheme occurred in the Library. The pink-orange second generation 
color is estimated from cross section analysis and is not a true color description.
37.  Perhaps a lighter tint.
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The outer window frames, the doorframe, and the baseboards in the Library were originally 
finished in a deep green (Samples 202.18 and 202.27 in Appendix B). This green is a darker shade 
of the green on the bottom half of the walls and doors. The samples show wood substrate with a 
resinous sealant, as indicated by the whitish autofluorescence. A white prime layer, a pale green 
first coat, and a dark green finish layer follow. The absence of dirt suggests that the layers were 
applied at the same time.
A sample from the baseboard of the east wall, near the northeast corner of the room (Sample 
202.27) was also chosen for further analysis with FTIR, Raman, SEM, and GC-MS. FTIR was 
performed on the light green layer and the dark green finish layer. FTIR analysis of the green 
layer indicates that it was a linseed lead based oil paint with various white fillers and pigments, 
although the green pigment was not found (Appendix C).38 FTIR results for the dark green finish 
layer indicate the presence of Prussian blue pigment, barium sulfate, attapulgite clay, and a drier 
(dry calcium). Raman confirmed the Prussian blue in the dark green finish layer and determined 
the presence of barium white, and chrome yellow, a color mixture known as chrome green.39 
Chrome green is an important commercial pigment because it has excellent hiding power and can 
be produced at low cost.40 
SEM was used to determine the white pigment in the first generation of finishes. The prime layer 
contained zinc white, the light green layer contained lead white, and the dark green layer (f1) 
contained zinc and lead. GC-MS was used to identify the binder of the pale green and dark green 
layers, which were undetermined by FTIR.41 GC-MS results show the binder was a drying oil, such 
as linseed oil (Figures C.21 and C.22).
38. FTIR analysis showed stretches for barium sulfate, lead white, calcite chalk, and a calcium drier. 
Stretches for the drying oil are attributed to linseed oil.
39.  The pigments are mixed into a slurry with clay and barytes (barium white), producing a very homog-
enous mixture that is usually undistinguishable microscopically. Gettens and Stout, 105.
40.  Chrome green is also known for darkening of the chrome yellow component, turning the finish bluish 
(Gettens and Stout, 105). However, this phenomenon did not seem to appear in this sample. Some combi-
nations of materials can prevent this from happening. 
41.  Specifically, GC-MS was employed to find any evidence of a synthetic binder, like an early alkyd 
resin. 
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The original finishes of two locations on the window frames were exposed: one on the outer 
window frame and one on the bottom inner window frame.42 Color matching of areas revealed 
of the dark green outer window frame and the green bottom inner window frame are consistent 
color matching of loose samples in the laboratory. An additional exposure on the upper left panel 
of the south door was also performed to compare this lighter tint of green to the middle and dark 
shade of green.
The light green color was matched to Munsell color 2.5G 8/4, the medium green was matched to 
5G 7/6, the dark green to 2.5G 4/6, and the pale yellow to 7.5Y 9/2. Table 4.3 below summarizes the 
samples that were used for color matching with the Munsell color notations and the commercial 
paint color Color chips from paint manufacturers illustrate a close approximation of color.
4.4   Summary
This research examined the original finishes of the 1930 interior of the Cosmopolitan Club in the 
Entry, the Stair Hall, the Lounge, and the second floor Library (See Appendix D for the summary of 
colors).  Bouy chose a palette of three yellows with brown baseboards for the Entry and Stair Hall. 
He selected tan and pale grey for walls in the Lounge with a grey-blue for the dramatic arches, and 
a darker shade of grey blue for the trim. He designed the Library in three shades of green with 
yellow wall accents, and (pale) yellow ceiling.  The paints were all bound with a drying oil, most 
42.  Exposures in the Library were performed under the supervision of Catherine Myers.
Library
wall color 1 (top);                                  
202.32; 202.15 2.5G 8/4 light green
SW-6737 (i) “kiwi”                       
or                                                                
BM 2034-50  “acadia green”
inner window 202.14; 202.31; 202.33 5G 7/6 medium green BM 2036-40                                        “meadowlands green”
baseboard;                                
outer window frames;                     
bookshelve frames
202.27 2.5G 4/6 dark green BM 2035-30                         “nile green”
wall color  2 (panel);                              
door color 2 (top right);               
inner window frame 1 (top);        
ceiling
202.26; 202.34; 202.28; 
202.12; 202.13 7.5Y 9/2  pale yellow
MS 1027-D                          
“white sandy beach”
Room Architectural Feature Samples for Color Matching Color Closest Found Equivalent Color Chip
SW-6737 BM2032-50
BM 2036-40
BM 2035-30
MS 1027-D
Table 4.3 Color matches for Library.
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likely linseed oil, and bulked and lightened with either lead or zinc white, with barium sulfate. The 
pigments used to color the paints were ochre (iron oxide), Prussian blue, ultramarine, chrome 
yellow, and chrome green.43  
The finishes represent traditional painting techniques with artists’ pigments, indicative of a skilled 
craftsmanship.  Bouy’s careful selection and placement of color was planned with the furnishings 
in mind.  His skillful use of paint color and ability to exploit it to create visual transitions from one 
room to the other attest to his innovation and comprehensive vision of the interior.
43.  Additional pigments may be present in the paints as some of the colors were not analyzed with 
instrumental methods.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS 
& RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Interpretation 
The sophisticated designer, Jules Bouy chose painted finishes in the interior of the Cosmopolitan 
Club that were as integral to the design and as distinctive as any other aspect of his interior. 
Carefully positioned within and between the rooms, the palette of cool greens, glowing yellows, 
and shadowy blues enhanced the design while also setting the stage for the furnishings and 
expressing a Modernist vision of the times. When the clubhouse opened in 1930, the luminous 
interior colors communicated current ideas of fashion, art, design, and culture.  
A look at the literature of the period shows that Bouy implemented aspects of color theory from 
the time. During the 1930s, colors were increasingly described as belonging to one of two groups, 
restful or stimulating, which corresponded to cool and warm colors. Recommendations for colors 
in interior design accounted for the use of the room, the frequency of habitation, and sun exposure 
to provide the ideal color arrangement. 
In his handbook Interior Wall Decoration, Fred Vanderwalker instructs:
“The balance of harmony and atmosphere is gained by judicious 
handling of pattern, texture or design on walls; skill in the use 
of bright, intense colors, warm and cool colors, grayed and 
neutral tints and shades, and more specifically, by skill in creating 
contrasts of value (neither too high nor too low), contrasts of 
color hue and contrasts of color intensity.”1
The growing interest in color theory as it applied to interior decoration may be linked to the rise in 
paint catalogues of the period. By illustrating the use and the perspectives of colors during specific 
periods, these catalogs rapidly stimulated popular interest in color.   Magazines, such as House 
1.  Fred Norman Vanderwalker, Interior Wall Decoration: Practical Working Methods for Plain and Decora-
tive Finishes, New and Standard Treatments (Chicago: Frederick J. Drake and Co. 1924), 30.
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Beautiful and Better Homes & Gardens cultivated interest in all aspects of interiors of the era, 
including color. Understanding popular tastes of the time helps with interpretation of the finishes 
analysis.  For example, the Lounge, found to be pale grey, pale blue, blue, and light tan, does not 
match the current understanding of the description of “cobalt blue” mentioned in the furnishing 
inventory and The Spur article. However the “French” gray and “cobalt” blue described in The Spur 
can be better understood with the following descriptions from House and Garden Book of Color 
Schemes from 1929: 
“The Blue Group:  
Cobalt, delicate grayish blue of high luminosity;  
French, a grayish blue with a good percentage of white in it;  
 the color of the uniform of the French Army”2
In addition to bold color and streamlined architecture, Modern American interiors were 
occasionally theatrical and incorporated dramatic color with metallic elements. As Peterson 
has remarked, Bouy’s “smooth curves and solid planes” achieved a sculptural quality not unlike 
modern American theater designs of the period.3 Bouy’s design for the Lounge demonstrates this 
trend in fashion and color.
In the 1930s, Modernism in most American homes was typically reserved for bathrooms and 
kitchens.4  Bouy was a trendsetter and designed the entire interior of the building in the Modern 
fashion. He opted for color as opposed to the practice of using all-white rooms that peaked in 
1932 and fell out of fashion by 1934.5  Finishes analysis at the Cosmopolitan Club has shown that 
Bouy chose bold colors for this 1930 interior, showing that he was ahead of the times.  In addition, 
it is significant for this time period that the Cosmopolitan Club was entirely designed in Modern 
fashion.  
2.  “How to Know the Colors,” House and Garden Book of Color Schemes Wright, Richardson Little and 
Margaret McElroy, ed. (New York: The Conde Nast Publications, Inc., 1929), 225.
3.  Peterson, 97. She includes an image of John Eberson’s Lobby and Stair for the Colony Theater in Cleve-
land from 1937.
4.  Martin Battersby, Decorative Thirties (Philippe Garner, ed. New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 
1988.), 35.
5.  Battersby, Decorative Thirties, 77. 
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Bouy made use of two color palettes that were in vogue during the period in yellow, golden tan, 
brown and light tan Entry and Stair Hall. Similar color relationships were common in stylish interior 
of the time.  Peterson refers to an apartment by Donald Deskey, a contemporary of Bouy, who 
designed a Park Avenue residence in 1927. This interior of the living room was done in “shades of 
tan, yellow and brown” and had linoleum flooring.6  In Authentic Art Deco Interiors and Furniture in 
Full Color, several rooms are displayed with yellow walls and brown baseboards, as in a Bedroom, 
by Robert Mallet-Stevens (Figure 5.1).  There are also many rooms with shades of blue and grey, as 
seen in a Living Room by Edouard-Joseph Djo-Bourgeois (Figure 5.2). For example, the palette of a 
living room designed by Eric Gill in 1935 was charcoal grey and pale yellow, with grey-blue taffeta 
curtains, and a bottle-green velvet chaise-longue veneered with ebony.7 
A bedroom exhibit in 1919 at the Salon d’Automne by Pierre Chareau illustrated one of the first 
transitions to Modernism in France with the use of “fresh harmonies of royal blue and grey, lemon 
yellow and grey or the tones of pearl, rose and blue” and avoidance of any excess ornament.8 
These blue and grey colors are reflected in Bouy’s design for the Lounge. Other rooms may have 
seen pearl and rose, as there is a description of a hooked Bouy rug in the Club containing rose 
along with other colors.9  Bouy also avoided excess ornament. He believed and demonstrated 
that the interior colors signify decoration and he skillfully incorporated the furnishings with the 
interior.
The furnishing report of the Lounge included “cobalt blue” and “French gray” linen velvet 
upholstery on fourteen chairs and cobalt blue velvet hangings over silver net curtains for the 
window treatments.10 The cobalt blue and grey found in the paint samples of the original finishes 
comply with the overall color design of the Lounge.  In one account from an early Club member, 
the Lounge was described as “pale blue, and brown and tan”,11 consistent with the description in 
6.  Peterson, 97. 
7.  Battersby, Decorative Thirties, 55.
8.  Battersby, Decorative Twenties, Philippe Garner, ed. (New York: Watson-Guptill Publications. 1988), 
77.
9.  It is possible that pearl and rose colored finishes could be found in the “Pink Room” on the third floor 
of the Cosmopolitan Club.
10.  Peterson, 93.
11.  No author, [Club history], no date, 6, “Research Materials on the History and Decoration of The 
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Figure 5.2 Living Room, designed by Edouard-Joseph Djo-Bourgeois.  (In Druesdow, Authenthic Art 
Deco Interiors and Furniture in Full Color, plate 35.)
Figure 5.1 Bedroom, designed by Robert Mallet-Stevens (In Druesedow, Authentic Art Deco 
Interiors and Furniture in Full Color, plate 59.)
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the caption of The Spur article previously considered. The long central runner from the north to 
the south stage stairs was described to be in bands of brown, chestnut, and yellow.  Bouy elegantly 
united separate rooms and color schemes by carrying a few common colors from one room into 
the other with both the furnishings and the finishes.  As an example, the carpet provided a color 
link between the Entry and the Lounge.   It carried the light tan color of the Entry ceiling into the 
Lounge and the grays and blues of the Lounge into the Entry.  Other ornament and decoration 
were kept to a minimum to denote a simplistic, modern interior. 
The Library was originally finished in three greens: pale green, a middle tone-green, and dark 
green, with pale yellow accents in block patterns on the walls and door. The tri-colored design is 
especially characteristic of Bouy’s known designs. In addition to ornamenting the rooms, the color 
blocks sometimes served as color fields for framed artworks (See again Figure 4.6 in Chapter 4). 
Peterson’s inventory for the Library includes two armchairs in green mohair plush, four armchairs 
in green Permatex, a brown Broadloom carpet, and three pairs of gold net curtains.12 Described 
in The Spur, the carpet was brown, the tables and chairs were covered in green permatex, and a 
hooked panel in shades of green (designed by Bouy) was hung over the fireplace.13  By reintroducing 
brown and gold into the Library, Bouy recalls the colors used in the Entry and Lounge, masterfully 
uniting rooms that would otherwise appear distinctly different. 
The importance of color selection and color placement in interior design in the 1930s should be 
emphasized.  The effect of a color palette was meant to set the mood of the interior, corresponding 
to the activities that would take place in each room. When considered together with Peterson’s 
report, this research documents such an interior, where color of furnishings and finishes were 
used to visually unify activity and interior.  While designating rooms with a specific palette, Bouy 
was also masterful at transitioning colors from one room to the other.
Paint analysis revealed that Bouy did not use modern synthetic paints newly available to him at 
Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia compiled by Margo Burnette from the Club Archives 2005, 2006, 2009, 
2010, 2011, 2012” binder, Cosmopolitan Club Archives. 
12.  Peterson 108-109. Peterson also explains that the room was referred to as “The Green Room.”
13.  “Modern Decoration of Merit,” 24.
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the time. Instead, traditional paint systems based on a drying oil, likely linseed oil, with either 
lead white or zinc white, were used in the interior surfaces. His choice to use traditional methods 
displays an appreciation for and familiarity with the craftsmanship and expertise of the professional 
painter, as indicated of the use of pigments such as ultramarine.
2. Recommendations for Future Study and Restoration
In any finishes investigation, it is important to understand the limitations of paint sampling on 
the projections of how the interior spaces actually appeared. Cross section microscopy and 
color matching on a small scale does not take into account texture of the surface.14 Larger scale 
exposures on site would better exhibit the overall effect of the paint system on the architectural 
surface.  Additional laboratory testing is needed to detect the possible use of wallpaper or varnish. 
The color matches provided in this study, outlining the colors for each architectural feature in the 
analyzed rooms (Appendix D), serve only as a guide for interpreting the colors in the interior, but 
are not be exact because they were affected by both the digital and the printing media.
The Entry and Stair Hall
The brown linoleum floors seem to have matched the paint on the baseboards, but a sample of 
the linoleum should be matched with an uncast paint sample from the Entry to confirm this. The 
paint samples that were used for color matching in this research are preserved for future study. 
The samples can be taken to the Winterthur Library to compare to the linoleum sample that is 
archived in the G. Edwin Brumbaugh records in the Joseph Downs Collection of Manuscripts and 
Printed Ephemera.  
While Bouy always intended the Entry to be an open space, he did define the waiting area and the 
office area: architecturally, with low relief ceiling panels, low wall divides, and “vertical strips” on 
the walls.15 Further archival documentation must be consulted for the exact location of the wall 
14.  Some paint scrapings looked slightly glossy, or waxy, when color matching using in the methods I 
have used, and some were not. This is likely due to the binder material of the paint.
15.  Brumbaugh refers to the removal of these vertical strips several times in construction drawings. They 
were also on the wall beside the side entry on the west elevation.
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strips of the waiting room area that were removed in 1939. A small number of wall samples should 
be taken as well before a decision can defensibly be made about the wall color in that area. 
The yellows should be restored in the Entry, though careful demonstrative sample areas should be 
painted. The paint stratigraphy viewed in cross section of many wall samples show multiple layers 
of yellow with a top layer that shows a slight change in material, so this should be experimented 
with before a choice of finish is applied to the entire room. It may be prudent for some collected 
samples to be examined using ultraviolet light microscopy with the use of fluorochrome staining 
to inspect for evidence of finish layer glaze. An exposure should be done on a wall in the Entry to 
confirm the paint color match and to check for evidence of gloss.
The ceiling finishes warrant additional analysis to resolve the difference the “bronzed beige” 
found in the 2012 Materials Conservation Collaborative report16 and the yellowish tan color found 
in this analysis.   It is possible that if there was a difference in color from the main ceiling area 
to the low-relief curves panels above the waiting area and office area, Bouy would have chosen 
similar hues of different lightness. This difference in color may be difficult to discern without the 
technical assistance of a colorimeter or spectrophotometer.  The use of a technical instrument in 
future analysis for the ceiling would yield more specific results.
The Stair Hall from the first to the third floor was treated with the same colors as the Entry. The 
walls and baseboards from at least the first floor to the second floor landing should be considered 
for repainting. 
The Lounge
The information about the finishes of the arched walls of the stage would benefit from a large-
scale on-site exposure to confirm the findings of the single grey-blue color from the three arched 
walls.17 However, as described in the beginning of this chapter, a solid color framing the end of the 
16.  This color is the chosen match by MCC to a Benjamin Moore paint sample.
17.  The east, west, north and south faces of these walls were sampled. A large amount of samples, 
recorded in Appendix D from this feature were color matched to investigate the possibility of a range of 
blues. 
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room would not be uncommon for the period. 
A photograph of the Steinway piano in the Lounge illustrates the alcoves in the arched walls of 
the south stage area behind the piano.18 This photograph shows that the south platform had 
hardwood floor finish.  In the photograph from The Spur, the main floor of the Lounge is also 
finished in wood. This makes sense since the woods of the Steinway were described as carefully 
chosen to agree with the rest of the interior. The looped carpet running the length of the Lounge 
was the highlight of the room the tied all the colors together. The Club could consider taking out 
the current Art Nouveau inspired carpet on the floors of the sunken floor and stage area and 
leaving finished hardwood flooring.19 Sampling of the floor would provide information about the 
type of finish that was applied on the wood. The wood would have coordinated with the wood of 
the piano and had a protective finish layer. 
The Library
The preserved incised detailing of the original woodwork on the interior window frames and the 
doors in the Library delineate the colors in the room.  The joints that were originally scored in the 
plaster walls could be reinstated at the same height as the existing marks on the woodwork. More 
importantly, this information identifies the accurate location of paint colors. The top halves of the 
wall panels and the inner window frames were a light tint of green and the bottom halves of the 
walls and the inner window frames would be in middle tone green of the same hue.  With careful 
arrangement, the four colors could be reinstated in their proper location. The original carpeting 
was described as brown, though no shade is mentioned. It is likely that this brown matched a 
brown or tan shade from another part of the interior.
Gold net curtains in the Library as seen pictured on the windows and described in The Spur article 
should be reinstated with the restoration of paint colors to complete the overall effect of the 
room design. Simple chrome lamps for the southeast corner of the room, matching as best as 
18.  “Effective Case Treatment of Steinway Piano for Noted Philadelphia Club,” Music Trade Review 
(1931): 33. Found in Peterson, 92.
19.  It may be that the hardwood flooring exists underneath the carpeting. On site investigation would 
confirm this.
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possible the design seen in the 1932 photograph, could be obtained to recreate the intended 
lighting effects.
The Committee Room
The Committee Room is the largest of the three original guest rooms on the third floor and has 
custom incised woodwork designed by Jules Bouy. The amount of historic documentation available 
for this room, the “yellow room,” is remarkable.  The four original elevations of the room drawn 
by Jules Bouy are preserved at the Architectural Archives at the University of Pennsylvania, as 
mentioned in Chapter 2.20 The detailed millwork is precisely recorded, so decisions on where to 
sample could be made quite easily.21 Because of the current state of its preserved architectural 
detailing it is strongly recommended that this room should also benefit from paint analysis in the 
near future.  The discovery of the original palette would enhance the preserved interior of this 
intimate space and contribute to the historic interior of the Cosmopolitan Club.  
The Pink Room
While the “Blue Room” is no longer architecturally intact, and today serves the purpose of an 
office space rather than a guest room, the third guest room, the “Pink Room”, has remained 
essentially unaltered. The smallest of the original guest rooms, this room could also be colorfully 
restored, as some of the custom built-in Bouy furniture remains in the interior. North and east 
elevation drawings exist for this room as well. Modernism after 1925 advocated functionalism, 
mass production, and new materials appropriate to the new age.  After 1927, bedroom wardrobes 
were abandoned for built-in blocks of cupboards, which would be painted to match the walls of 
the room. Built-in furniture enhances the appearance of unity.22  The furniture that Bouy devised 
for the bedrooms at the Cosmopolitan Club follows these trends in Modern color block design. 
The colors of the furniture would likely have coordinated with the architectural finishes. While the 
20.  These elevations are also reproduced in the Appendix of Peterson’s thesis.
21.  Originally, the Committee room was considered for this initial finishes research but limited time did 
not permit this author to dedicate the amount of investigation required to confidently produce accurate 
results for the additional room. 
22.  Christopher Long, Frankl and Modern American Design, (New Haven : Yale University Press, 2007), 
109.
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guest rooms came to be known by the colors of their furnishings,23 it is probably that these rooms 
contained hues of their namesake in selected areas or architectural details. Further paint analysis 
could confirm this supposition. 
The Dining Room
Lastly, the Dining Room, across the second floor landing from the Library, is also a good candidate 
for finishes restoration. With the Spur article mention that the windows were covered in silver 
net curtains, with “heavy draperies of white silk velvet bordered in Chinese red”,24 a significant 
contribution to the room’s original appearance is given.  While changes have occurred to the 
interior of this room, restoration of its original paint colors could be achieved with additional 
sample analysis. The walls, woodwork, tables, and chairs should be sampled to determine their 
original colors. It is known that the dining room windows have been replaced. It is possible that 
sampling of the adjacent wall could find evidence of a finish layer that carried over to the wall.25 
With the study of Bouy’s contemporary designs, the potential for discovering interesting finishes 
in this room, and the results from the other rooms of the Cosmopolitan Club, an informed decision 
could be made in regards to the color of the trim to better comply with a Bouy design. 
5.3  Summary of Conclusions
This study expands on the knowledge of Jules Bouy’s important interior in Philadelphia, while 
also contributing the understanding of Modern interiors of the 1930s in the United States. By 
shedding light on the finishes Bouy selected, we learn about color and the spatial relationship of 
architectural detail to the furnishings within individual rooms. Through color, Bouy makes clear 
the interior of the building was meant to be understood as a whole. His knowledge of color theory 
and design led him to select palettes that would be pleasing when viewed from one room into 
another. In addition, color temperature was also considered. Bouy used warm yellows to brighten 
the Entry and provide a welcoming, friendly space. He chose cool greens in the Library to provide a 
23.  Peterson, 110.
24.  “Modern Decoration of Merit,” The Spur, 25.
25.  If painting was carried out very neatly, then no evidence would be found on the wall. It would also 
require a great amount of samples to look for this. 
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serene atmosphere. By carrying the style throughout the interior spaces, Bouy created a cohesive 
interior designed in the Modern fashion during a period where many designers were still creating 
more traditional interiors26 or were confining modern designs to kitchens. The Cosmopolitan Club 
offers an extensive and comprehensive vision of a Modern professionally designed interior and 
expands on the understanding of Bouy’s work.
Restoring the color to the interior of the Club would reestablish the modern interior as an important 
design in the history of Modernism. Bouy’s work is representative of the interior American Modern 
period and embodies distinguishing characteristics of the style. This includes the furnishings, 
metalwork, woodwork, and finishes of the building.  The Cosmopolitan Club is an ideal example 
of Bouy’s complete designed interior with extant architectural motifs such as scallops, rounded 
corners, and tri-colored panels. The significant influence that Bouy has had on American Art Deco 
and Modern design should be celebrated by reviving the interior colors in an appropriate manner. 
The restoration of this site would recreate a rare surviving interior of fashionable Modern design 
of the early 1930s. 
Steps taken to restore the original appearance of the 1930 interior in the public spaces may also 
bring wider recognition to the Cosmopolitan Club as an important building of its time. It may also 
improve its prospect for being considered for the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places in the 
future.
26.  Duncan explains that Bouy also received commissions to provide clients with a wide range of period 
room settings, such as Oriental and Louis XVI where he was required to subdue his modern ideas. Alastair 
Duncan, “American Art Deco,” (New York: Abrams. 1986), 54.
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Room 101- Entry
# = Samples used only for color matching
Table A.1: Sample List for Entry
Room Sample ID Location in Room Substrate 
Entry
CC101.01 baseboard, north wall, left of entrance wood
CC101.02 baseboard, west wall, right of side door wood
CC101.03 baseboard, south wall, left of doorway wood
CC101.05 wall of center rounded stair display wood
CC101.06 south wall, left of doorway to lounge plaster
CC101.06B south wall, right of doorway to lounge plaster
CC101.08 east wall above rounded stair display wood
CC101.09 west wall, left of side door plaster
CC101.10 west wall, vertical column plaster
CC101.11 north wall, vertical column plaster
CC101.12 east wall of waiting area plaster
CC101.13 west wall of waiting area plaster
CC101.14 south wall, vertical column plaster
CC101.15 ceiling, waiting area, low relief panel plaster
CC101.16 horizontal top window frame, not orig. wood
CC101.17 east wall, waiting area, retake of 101.12 plaster
CC101.18# door frame of main entrance, low, north wall wood
CC101.19 door frame of side entrance, west wall wood
CC101.20 shelf, outer frame, west wall wood
CC101.21 doorway frame to lounge, north wood
CC102.23# door, main entrance, upper middle panel wood
CC101.24  door, main entrance, upper right panel wood
CC101.25 door frame of main entrance, top, north wall wood
CC101.26 wall between office and stair plaster
CC101.27 stair wall, east face, below railing cap wood
CC101.28 ceiling, main area, near west wall plaster
CC101.29 stair railing cap, left side of stair wood
CC101.30 office area, north wall plaster
CC101.31 office area, south face of east vertical column plaster
MASTER SAMPLE LIST
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S1, S2, S3 - Stair Hall
Room Sample ID Location in Room Substrate 
Stair Hall      
1st level
CCS1.03 stair baseboard wood
CCS1.04 stair baseboard wood
CCS1.09 south wall mid landing, 1’0” above floor plaster
Stair Hall     
2nd level
CCS2.02 ceiling, 2nd floor, near stairs up to 3rd floor plaster
CCS2.03 interior stair wall wood
CCS2.04 ceiling, middle landing plaster
CCS2.05 east stair wall, middle landing plaster
CCS2.06 interior stair wall wood
Stair Hall     
3rd level
CCS3.01 3rd floor wall north, 29” from floor plaster
CCS3.02 3rd floor wall north, 6’0” from floor plaster
CCS3.03 3rd floor baseboard, north wall  (right of door) wood
CCS3.06 interior wall, above at mid landing, west wall wood
CCS3.07 south stair wall, 64” above floor (mid landing) plaster
CCS3.08 east stair wall, 62” above floor (mid landing) plaster
CCS3.10 stair wall, south (between 2nd floor and mid landing) plaster
CCS3.11 ceiling, 3rd floor plaster
MASTER SAMPLE LIST
Table A.2: Sample List for Stair Hall
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Room 102 - Lounge
# = Samples used only for color matching
Room Sample ID Location in Room Substrate 
Lounge
CC102.01 baseboard, east wall of north stage wood
CC102.03 alcove frame, east wall of north stage wood
CC102.06 north platform face wall plaster
CC102.07 baseboard, north wall, platform face wood
CC102.08 vertical wall frame, east wall wood
CC102.09 vertical wall frame, side, east wall wood
CC102.11 east wall interior wall block wood
CC102.12 west wall, right of windows plaster
CC102.18 north wall, left of doorway plaster
CC102.21# left door of south wall on stage wood
CC102.22 baseboard, east wall on south stage wood
CC102.23 baseboard, west wall on south stage wood
CC102.26 west wall of south stage (1st arch) plaster
CC102.27 south platform face wall plaster
CC102.28 south wall of south stage (1st arch) plaster
CC102.29 west wall of south stage (2nd arch) plaster
CC102.32 south wall of south stage (3rd arch) plaster
CC102.33 south wall of stage plaster 
CC102.34# baseboard, east wall on north stage wood
CC102.35 east wall, near south side of room plaster
CC102.36# east wall of north stage (1st arch) plaster
CC102.37 north wall of north stage (2nd arch) plaster
CC102.38 alcove frame, 1st arch, west wall, north wall wood
CC102.39 strip on north stage at remodeled stair wood
CC102.40 north stage, west wall (1st arch) plaster
CC102.41# north stage, north wall (1st arch), left side plaster
CC102.02 east wall of north stage (2nd arch)     plaster
MASTER SAMPLE LIST
Table A.3: Sample List for Lounge
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Room 202 - Library
# = Samples used only for color matching
Room Sample ID Location in Room Substrate 
Library
CC202.01 baseboard, west wall wood
CC202.04 outer window frame, north wall wood
CC202.08 north wall, bottom corner plaster
CC202.09 vertical wall strip, south wall wood
CC202.10 top window molding, north wall wood
CC202.11 molding, north wall, same as 202.10 wood
CC202.12 ceiling plaster
CC202.13 inner window frame top, north wall wood
CC202.14 inner window frame bottom, north wall wood
CC202.15 door, top outer section, south wall wood
CC202.18 door frame, south wall wood
CC202.21 bookshelf frame, west wall wood
CC202.23 bookshelf bottom right door, west wall wood
CC202.24 top wall molding, west wall wood
CC202.25 south wall, bottom (20” from floor) plaster
CC202.26 south wall, middle panel (5’2” from floor) plaster
CC202.27 baseboard, east wall wood
CC202.28 south wall, middle panel (12” down from top molding) plaster
CC202.30 door, top inner section, south wall wood
CC202.31 door, bottom section, south wall wood
CC202.32 south wall, top side color block plaster
CC202.33 north wall, bottom color block plaster
CC202.34# north wall, top color block plaster
MASTER SAMPLE LIST
Table A.4: Sample List for Library
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Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 101 - Entry 
 
North View 







North Door 
 

SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.1 Sample Locations for Entry, North View
ENTRY - 101
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South View 
West View 
Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 101 - Entry 
 













East View of Stair 


SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.2 Sample Locations for Entry, South and West Views
ENTRY - 101
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Northeast View, Showing Office Area 
Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 101 - Entry 
 
Southeast Corner of Office Area 



SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.3 Sample Locations for Entry, Office Area
ENTRY - 101
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





Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 102 - Lounge 
 
North View  


West View of North Stage 







SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.4 Sample Locations for Lounge, North Stage Area
LOUNGE - 102
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Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 102 - Lounge 
 
South View  



East View  









SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.5 Sample Locations for Lounge, East Wall and South Stage Areas
LOUNGE - 102
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Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 202 - Library 
 
Northwest View  
Northeast View  



 







SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.6 Sample Locations for Library, Northwest and Northeast
LIBRARY - 202
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Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
Room 202 - Library 
 
Southeast View 









SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.7 Sample Locations for Library, Southeast
LIBRARY - 202
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Appendix A-2: Sample Location Photographs 
S1, S2, S3 – Stair Hall 
 
East View of Stair Hall, First Floor 



SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure A.8 Sample Locations for Stair Hall, 1st Level
STAIR HALL - S1, S2, S3
Figure A.9 Sample Locations for Stair Hall, 2nd Level
Stair Hall, Middle Landing between First and Second Floor
S2.03
S2.02
S2.04
S2.05
S2.06
Stair Hall,  View of Second Floor Landing
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Figure A.10 Sample Locations for Stair Hall, 2nd Floor Landing
SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
STAIR HALL - S1, S2, S3
Stair Hall, Middle Landing between First and Second Floor
S2.03
S2.02
S2.04
S2.05
S2.06
Stair Hall,  View of Second Floor LandingFigure A.11 Sample Locations for Middle Landing between 2nd and 3rd Floors
S3.03
S3.02
S3.01
Stair Hall,  View of middle landing between 2nd and 3rd floors
S3.11
S3.06
S3.07
S3.08
S3.10
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Figure A.12 Sample Locations for Middle Landing between 2nd and 3rd Floors
SAMPLE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHS
STAIR HALL - S1, S2, S3
S3.03
S3.02
S3.01
Stair Hall,  View of middle landing between 2nd and 3rd floors
S3.11
S3.06
S3.07
S3.08
S3.10
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INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE SHEETS
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY
Note: The reporting of cross section analysis in this 
research consists of student-level interpretation.
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APPENDIX B
      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.01
Sample Location: baseboard, north wall, left of main entrance door
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/4/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample is not representative of the feature (baseboard), as the paint 
stratigraphy shows that the finishes are not evenly layered andonly contains 
later layers. The paint may have been scraped away before repainting. The paint 
may have wore off due to its location in the main entrance area which would 
see heavy traffic. The feature could also be a replacement.
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 11 white
10 white
10 white
9 white
8 white
7 white
6 white
5 white
4 white
3 grey
2 white
1 grey
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.02
Sample Location: baseboard, west wall, right of side entrance
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/4/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample contains the substrate and original finish layers, but does not show  
later campaigns of finishes. The original finish layers match baseboard sample 
101.03 and stair railing cap sample 101.29.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
8
8 /brown
7 clear
f2
6 brown
5 light brown
f1
4 brown
3 brown
2 pale yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.03
Sample Location: baseboard, south wall, left of doorway
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Layers match original finishes of baseboard sample 101.02 and stair railing cap 
101.29.
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/4/13
substrate
1
2
3
4
f1
4 /brown
3 brown
2 pale yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.05
Sample Location: wall of center round stair display
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Original finish layers match other wall samples (101.06B, 101.09, 101.11, 
101.12, 101.14, 101.17, 101.31).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
f2
7 /light tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.06
Sample Location: south wall, left of doorway to Lounge
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/5/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Incomplete sample. Sample does not contain substrate or original layers. 
Compare to sample 101.06B for placement in south wall paint layer 
stratigraphy.
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11 /white
10 yellow
9 pale yellow
8 pale yellow
7 pale yellow
6 pale yellow
5 pale yellow
f2
4 light tan
3 light tan
2 light tan
1 light tan/
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.06B
Sample Location: south wall, right of doorway to Lounge
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40X
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/4/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
substrate
Analysis Results / Comments:
The original layers from this south wall sample matches other wall samples 
(101.05, 101.09, 101.11, 101.12, 101.14, 101.31).
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 /white
14 yellow
13 yellow
12 pale yellow
11 yellow
10 pale yellow
f2
9 light tan
8 light tan
7 light tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.08
Sample Location: east wall above rounded stair display
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/5/13
substrate
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample is from the documented wall that was installed during the 1939 
renovation. Compare this sample to the other 1939 renovation area in the 
north wall sample of the office area (101.30).The first layers of paint show a 
light tan finish, which could be considered part of the second painting scheme 
for the Entry. 
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 cream
9 cream
8 cream
7 cream
6 cream
5 white
4 pale yellow
f2
3 light tan
2 light tan
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.09
Sample Location: west wall, left of side entrance
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Same early stratigraphy as other wall samples (101.05, 101.6B, 101.11, 101.12, 
101.14, 101.31).
substrate
1
2
34
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 20 /clear (size)
19 grey
18 clear (size)
17 grey
16 cream
15 cream
14 cream
13 cream
12 cream
11 white
10 pale yellow
f2
9 light tan
8 light tan
7 light tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.10
Sample Location: west wall, vertical column 
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample contains plaster substrate with early paint layer stratigraphy similar 
to the baseboards (samples 101.02 and 102.03).  Compare to similar wall 
sample  101.13, which is a better representative of the finish in this area.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6 6 /cream
f1
5 brown
4 brown
3 brown
2 yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.11
Sample Location: north wall, vertical column in waiting area
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Same early stratigraphy as other wall samples (101.05, 101.06B, 101.09, 101.12, 
101.14, 101.17, 101.31).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
f2
7 /light tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 cream
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.12
Sample Location: east wall of waiting area
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample layers separated while sampling and were embedded together. It 
is probable that the last layer on the bottom piece is the same layer as the 
first layer on the top piece. Sample stratigraphy matches other wall samples 
(101.05, 101.06B, 101.11, 101.14, 101.31).
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 13 off-white
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 white
8 pale yellow
f2
7 light tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 /yellow
2 yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.13
Sample Location: west wall of waiting area
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
The west wall of the waiting area is the only wall area with brown paint layers.
Sample 101.10 is the other sample from the west wall.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
13 /white
12 pale yellow
11 light tan
10 light tan
9 light tan
f2
8 light tan
7 white
6 cream
f1
5 brown
4 brown
3 brown
2 brown
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.14
Sample Location: south wall, vertical column in waiting area
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
substrate
Analysis Results / Comments:
Same original finish layers as other wall samples (101.05, 101.06B, 101.09, 
101.11, 101.31).
 
Results of  (f1) yellow layer:  
FTIR gypsum, calcite chalk, drier, lead white, linseed oil, clay component,   
 likely associated with iron oxides
1
23
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
23 white
22 light tan
21 off-white
20 grey 
19 grey 
18 white
17 white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 white
12 light tan
11 light tan
10 light tan
f2
9 light tan
8 light tan
7 light tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.15
Sample Location: ceiling
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17 off-white
16 white
15 grey
14 grey
13 white
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 white
8 pale tan
7 light tan
f2
6 pale tan
5 pale tan
f1
4 light tan
3 clear
2 cream
1 pale yellow
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.16
Sample Location: horizontal window trim waiting area, top right
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification:40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Top interior window trim not original to construction. 
2 /cream
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.17
Sample Location: east wall, waiting area, retake of sample 102.12
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/5/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
substrate
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
1
2 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
20
19
18
17
21
22
22 clear  
21 off-white
20 grey 
19 grey 
18 pale yellow
17 light tan
16 clear  
15 light tan
14 light tan
13 light tan
12 light tan
11 white
10 pale yellow
9 light tan
f2
8 light tan
7 light tan
6 off-white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 cream
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.19
Sample Location: door frame of side entrance, west wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare this door frame sample to the door way frame to the Lounge (101.21) 
and the main entrance door frame (101.25).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
17
19
20
21
10
21 off-white
20 grey 
19 grey 
18 off-white
17 off-white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 off-white
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 white
8 cream
7 grey 
f2
6 brown
5 light brown
f1
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.20
Sample Location: alcove frame, west wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample from the alcove frame shows original finishes that match the 
original stratigraphy on the door frames (101.19, 101.21, 101.25).
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1112
13
14
15
16
17
17 off-white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 white
13 brown
12 white
11 brown
10 white
9 brown
8 white
f2
7 light brown
6 white
f1
5 gold yellow
4 yellow
3 gold yellow
2 gold yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.21
Sample Location: doorway frame to lounge
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare to door frame samples 101.19 and 101.25.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
f2 6 /brown
f1
5 gold yellow
4 gold yellow
3 light yellow
2 yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.24
Sample Location: door, main entrance, upper side panel
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample has many more layers; doors are often repainted frequently. The 
most recent layers of paint are noted but not used for comparison.
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
 Visible Light
 Ultraviolet Light
4
5
7
8
1
2
3
910
11
6
12 12 off-white
11 white
10 grey
f2
9 brown
8 brown
7 light brown
f1
6 pale yellow
5 pale yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.25
Sample Location: door frame of main entrance, top, north wall 
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/5/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare to other door frames (samples 101.19 and 101.21).
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
f2
8 brown
7 light brown
f1
6 gold yellow
5 gold yellow
4 gold yellow
3 gold yellow
2 gold yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.26
Sample Location: wall between office and stair
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample shows only the most recent layers of paint. This looks like the 
sample may come from part of the wall that has been repaired or replastered. 
The autofluorescent layers, shown in the right half of the micrograph, are 
scraped away and do not show a complete stratigraphy. Further sampling could 
confirm this.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7 off-white
6 white
5 off-white
4 off-white
3 white
2 grey
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.27
Sample Location: stair wall, east face, below railing cap
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
The first few layers are similar to other wooden features in the Lounge. See 
alcove frame (101.20) and door frames (101.19, 101.21, and 101.25).
substrate
Sample pieces from the same location were embedded together. The top 
micrograph shows a sample with an almost complete stratigraphy. The bottom 
shows the substrate with the original finish layers.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1112
1314
15
16
17
18
19
2021
22
22 off-white
21 grey 
20 grey 
19 off-white
18 off-white
17 off-white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 off-white
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 white
8 pale yellow
f2
7 light tan
6 light tan
f1
5 gold yellow
4 /gold yellow
3 yellow
2 gold yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.28
Sample Location: ceiling, waiting area
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x and 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare this sample to the other ceiling sample (101.15).
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
34
5
6
7
f2
7 light tan
6 light tan
5 white 
f1
4 light tan
3 clear
2 cream
1 pale yellow
(substrate)
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Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.29
Sample Location: stair railing cap, left side of stair
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: Date analyzed: Camera: Nikon DS-Fi12/26/13 3/4/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample from the stair railing cap shows the same inital stratigraphy as the 
baseboard samples (101.02, 101.03, 101.29).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
f2
8 brown
7 light brown
f1
6 brown
5 clear
4 brown
3 brown
2 pale yellow
1 white 
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC101.30
Sample Location: office area, north wall
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Above: sample layers with missing substrate; 
Below: sample with substrate and initial layers
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample is from the north office area wall that was installed in 1939. This 
sample was compared to other wall samples to determine the layers that 
were painted after 1939. Compare also to the other 1939 installation sample 
(101.08).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
2
3
4
13 grey
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 off-white
8 off-white
7 cream
6 white
5 pale yellow
f2
4 /light tan
3 light tan
2 light tan
1 clear
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Analysis Results / Comments:
Original finish stratigraphy matches other wall samples (101.05, 101.06B, 
101.09, 101.11, 101.12, 101.14, 101.17).
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Sample ID: CC101.31
Sample Location: office area, south face of east vertical column
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Entry
Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
17 off-white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 white
12 pale yellow
f2
11 tan
10 tan
9 *tan
8 tan
7 white
f1
6 yellow
5 pale yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 clear (size)
1 cream
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS1.03
Sample Location: stair baseboard, above 2nd step
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample shows original layers at the bottom left in the micrograph. The rest of 
the layers have been wither scraped or worn away. The original finishes of the 
stair baseboard matches the baseboards in the Entry (sample 101.02, 101.03) 
and the stair railing cap (sample 101.29).
substrate12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
 Visible Light
16
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 white
13 grey
12 white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 off-white
8 white
f2
7 pale yellow
6 light brown
f1
5 brown
4 brown
3 pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS1.04
Sample Location: stair baseboard top
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
The original finish layers on this baseboard sample match the baseboard 
samples in the Entry (101.02 and 101.03).
substrate
1
2
3
4
56
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
13 white
12 white
11 grey
10 white
9 brown
f2
8 brown
7 brown
6 light brown
f1
5 brown
4 brown
3 /pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS1.09
Sample Location: south wall, middle landing, 1’0” above floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 2/26/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample may not contain original finish layers. Compare to sample 101.06 and 
101.06B; this sample represents the middle layer stratigraphy on the walls.
 Visible Light
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 clear /
9 white
8 yellow
7 pale yellow
6 pale yellow
5 pale yellow
4 light tan
3 light tan
f2
2 light tan
1 /light tan
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS2.02
Sample Location: ceiling, 2nd floor, near stairs up to 3rd floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 9 clear /
8 white
7 grey
6 grey
5 white
4 clear
f1
3 light tan
2 light tan
1 light tan
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS2.03
Sample Location: interior stair wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 grey
14 grey
13 grey
12 white
11 grey
10 grey-tan
9 grey
f2
8 light tan
7 light tan
6 light tan
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS2.04
Sample Location: ceiling, middle landing
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare sample to other ceiling samples in the Stair Hall and in the Entry 
(S2.02, S3.11, 101.15).
substrate
1
23
4
56
7
8
9
10
11
12
12 off-white
11 white
10 grey 
9 off-white
8 off-white
f2
7 light tan
6 light tan
5 off-white
f1
4 pale tan
3 cream
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS2.05
Sample Location: east stair wall, middle landing
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample was not evenly embedded and polished, but still shows the original 
finish layers on plaster substrate.
 Visible Light
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
5 white
f1
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 pale yellow
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS2.06
Sample Location: interior stair wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/26/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11 off-white
10 grey
9 light tan
f2
8 *light tan
7 *light tan
6 *light tan
f1
5 *yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.01
Sample Location: north wall, 3rd floor, 29” from floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Same wall as sample S3.02.
First two campaigns similar to the walls in the Entry.
substrate
1 2
3 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 15
16 16 white
15 clear 
14 yellow
13 yellow
12 white
11 pale yellow
10 pale yellow
9 pale yellow
f2
8 light tan
7 light tan
6 light tan
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 pale yellow
1 clear cream
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.02
Sample Location: north wall, 3rd floor, 6’0” from floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Same wall as sample S3.01.
First two campaigns similar to the walls in the Entry.
substrate
12
34
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 20 off-white
19 off-white
18 white
17 grey
16 grey
15 white
14 yellow
13 yellow
12 white
11 pale yellow
10 pale yellow
9 pale yellow
f2
8 light tan
7 *light tan
6 *light tan
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 clear cream
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.03
Sample Location: baseboard, north, 3rd floor
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample stratigraphy of initial layers match baseboard in Entry (sample 101.02).
substrate
12
3
45
67
89
10
11
12
1314
15
16
1718
19
2021 21 off-white
20 off-white
19 white
18 white
17 grey
16 white
15 white
14 off-white
13 yellow
12 white
11 pale yellow
10 pale yellow
9 yellow
8 grey
f2
7 brown
6 brown
5 light brown
f1
4 brown
3 yellow
2 /cream
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.06
Sample Location: interior wall above stair (overhead), middle landing
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample stratigraphy of original finish layers matches samples from Entry walls 
(samples 101.05, 101.06B, 101.11, 101.09, 101.14, 101.31) and other stair hall 
samples (S2.03, S2.05, S2.06, S3.02, S3.01).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 off-white
f2
9 pale tan
8 pale tan
7 pale tan
f1
6 yellow
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 pale yellow
2 cream
1 white
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.07
Sample Location: south stair wall, middle landing, 64” above floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample does not contain the yellow finish layers as the other stair walls do. 
This could be a repaired section on the wall.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 16 pale tan
15 white
14 light tan
13 white
12 off-white
11 grey
10 white
9 grey
8 grey
7 grey
6 grey-tan
5 grey-tan
4 grey-tan
3 grey
f2
2 cream
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.08
Sample Location: east stair wall, middle landing, 62” above floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Fewer layers of paint used on this interior stair wall, sample from between 
landing and the 3rd floor. The spaces on the 3rd floor were used less often.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 16 pale tan
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 grey
12 grey
11 white
10 grey
9 grey-tan
8 grey-tan
7 grey-tan
f2
6 pale tan
5 pale tan
f1
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 pale yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.10
Sample Location: south stair wall, between 2nd floor and middle landing
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Original finish layers match the wall samples in the Entry and other areas of the 
stair hall (S2.03
substrate
12
3
4
5
6 7
89
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1718
19
19 /white
18 grey
17 white
16 grey
15 grey
14 grey
13 grey-tan
12 grey-tan
11 grey-tan
10 pale tan
f2
9 pale tan
8 pale tan
7 pale tan
6 white
f1
5 yellow
4 yellow
3 yellow
2 pale yellow
1 clear cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CCS3.11
Sample Location: ceiling, 3rd floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Stair Hall
Date sampled:3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
67
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 grey
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 off-white
8 off-white
7 pale tan
6 pale tan
f2
5 *pale tan
4 pale tan
f1
3 *cream
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.01
Sample Location: baseboard, east wall of north stage
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample shows original paint layers on wooden substrate. The finishes 
follow the same generational changes in paint color as other locations in the 
Lounge. Compare this sample to other baseboard samples (102.22 and 102.23).
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
89
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 19 /white
18 white
17 white
16 white
15 white
14 white
13 white
12 white
11 white
10 white
9 grey
8 light grey
7 red brown
f3
6 green grey
5 green grey
4 green grey
f2 3 blue green
f1
2 blue
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.02
Sample Location: east wall of north stage, 2nd arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14 off-white
13 off-white
12 white
11 yellow green
10 pale blue
9 blue grey
8 green grey
7 off-white
f3
6 green grey
5 green grey
f2 4 blue green
f1
3 blue 
2 white
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.03
Sample Location: alcove frame, east wall of north stage
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
21 white
20 off-white
19 off-white
18 off-white
17 off-white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 off-white
12 white
11 white
10 yellow green
9 pale blue
8 blue grey
7 blue grey
f3
6 green grey
5 green grey
4 green grey
f1
3 blue
2 blue
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.06
Sample Location: north platform wall
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 pale blue
9 blue grey
8 off-white
7 pale grey
f3 6 green grey
f2 5 blue green
f1
4 blue  
3 white
2 clear
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.07
Sample Location: baseboard, north wall of platform 
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample only contains more recent layers; there may have been installation 
of new baseboard across the entire north stage when the Lounge steps were 
renovated. More sampling could confirm this.
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
6 grey
5 grey
4 grey
3 white
2 white
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.08
Sample Location: vertical wall frame, east wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample shows substrate with the more recent layers of paint on the wood, 
meaning this architectural feature is a later addition.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 white
9 off-white
8 white
7 off-white
6 off-white
5 white
4 white
3 white
2 white
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.09
Sample Location: vertical wall frame, side, east wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample shows only the most recent layers of paint on the wood substrate, 
meaning this architectural feature is a later addition.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7 white
6 off-white
5 white
4 off-white
3 off-white
2 off-white
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.11
Sample Location: east interior wall block
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 11/13/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
This sample shows only the most recent layers of paint on the wood substrate, 
meaning this architectural feature is a later addition.
substrate
1
2
3
4
4 off-white
3 off-white
2 white
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.12
Sample Location: west wall, right of windows
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 11/13/12 Date analyzed: 2/28/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate1
2
3
4
56
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 white
13 off-white
12 off-white
11 white
10 pale yellow
9 off-white
8 yellow tan
f3 7 off-white
f2
6 tan
5 tan
f1
4 yellow tan
3 yellow tan
2 cream
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.18
Sample Location: north wall, left of doorway
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 12/4/12 Date analyzed: 3/7/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
FTIR: gypsum, calcite chalk, lead white, linseed oil, clay component
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 14 white
13 off-white
12 white
11 yellow green
10 pale blue
9 blue grey
8 blue grey
7 blue grey
f3 6 beige
f2 5 beige
f1
4 pale grey
3 clear
2 off-white
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.22
Sample Location: baseboard, east wall of south stage
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
 
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 10 red brown
9 green grey
8 white
f3 7 green grey
f2
6 blue green
5 blue green
f1
4 blue
3 blue
2 blue  
1 white
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.23
Sample Location: baseboard,west wall of south stage
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: both 40x and 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
 Two pieces from this sample site were embedded. The top micrograph shows 
the first primer layer through the current finish. The bottom micrograph shows 
the substrate with the first couple of painting campaigns. Later layers are not 
analyzed here.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
78
9
9 white
8 grey
7 red brown
f3
6 green grey
5 green grey
f2
4 blue green
3 blue green
f1
2 blue  
1 white
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.26
Sample Location: west wall of south stage, 1st arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Original layers match other stage walls (samples 102.02,
Later layers are not analyzed.
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
23
4
5
6 7
8 9
10
11
11 white
10 yellow green
9 pale blue
8 blue grey
7 off-white
f3 6 green grey
f2 5 blue green
f1
4 blue
3 clear
2 blue
1 white
(substrate)
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/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.27
Sample Location: south platform wall
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
Results for  (f1) blue layer (3):
FTIR  barium sulfate, zinc white, gypsum, calcite chalk
SEM lead in primer layer and carbon (organic-based)
Raman Lazurite 
Results for (f2) green-blue layer (5):
FTIR  lead layer, possible barium sulfate; Prussian Blue   
SEM  lead based
Results for (f3) green-grey layer (6):
SEM titanium based, with clay material (Mg, Al)    
Raman  titanium form is anatase
substrate
12
3 4
5
67
89
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 21 grey
20 grey
19 grey
18 off-white
17 white
16 off-white
15 clear (size)
14 off-white
13 white
12 off-white
11 white
10 yellow green
9 pale blue
8 green grey
7 pale grey
f3 6 green grey
f2
5 blue green
4 blue green
f1
3 blue
2 white
1 clear 
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.28
Sample Location: south wall of south stage, 1st arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
The first blue layer seems to have been painted over to a less intense blue that 
matches the rest of the stage arch walls; perhaps this original blue choice was 
deemed too bright.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
substrate
13 off-white
12 off-white
11 white
10 yellow green
9 pale blue
8 green grey
f3 7 green grey
f2 6 blue green
f1
5 blue
4 pale blue
3 blue
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.29
Sample Location: west wall of south stage, 2nd arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3 4
5 6
7
8 9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20 off-white
19 white
18 yellow green
17 white
16 pale orange
15 *pale blue
14 blue grey
13 off-white
12 blue grey
f3 11 green grey
f2
10 pale grey
9 green grey
8 clear, or /
f1
7 blue  
6 pale blue
5 clear
4 pale blue
3 clear  
2 pale blue
1 cream 
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.32
Sample Location: south wall of south stage, 3rd arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate1
2
3 4
5
67
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 20 off-white
19 off-white
18 (size)
17 off-white
16 (size)
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 (size)
12 white
11 yellow green
10 pale blue
9 blue grey
8 grey
f3 7 green grey
f2 6 green grey
f1
5 pale blue
4 clear  
3 pale blue
2 blue
1 pale blue
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.33
Sample Location: south wall, on stage, left of fireplace
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Date sampled: 3/12/13 Date analyzed: 3/14/13 Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1
Analysis Results / Comments: 
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 off-white
14 off-white
13 white
12 yellow green
11 blue grey
10 pale blue
9 blue grey
8 grey green
7 grey green
f3 6 grey green
f2 5 (size)
f1
4 cream
3 cream
2 cream
1 clear cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.35
Sample Location: east wall, near south side of room
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10 white
9 off-white
8 yellow tan
f3 7 off-white
f2 6 off-white
f1
5 yellow tan
4 yellow tan
3 cream
2 cream
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.37
Sample Location: north wall of north stage, 2nd arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8 pale blue
7 blue grey  
f3 6 grey green
f2 5 blue green
f1
4 blue
3 blue
2 pale blue
1 clear cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.38
Sample Location: alcove frame, 1st arch, west wall of north stage
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 4/3/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14 off-white
13 white
12 white
11 yellow green
10 pale blue
9 blue grey
8 grey  
f3
7 grey green
6 grey green
f2 5 blue green
f1
4 blue
3 pale blue
2 pale blue
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.39
Sample Location: strip on north stage at (known) remodeled stair
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen
Approximate Magnification: both 40x and 100x used
Room: Lounge
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 4/3/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
The first two green layers (1 and 2) indicate that this feature may have been a 
recycled strip of wood that was installed when the steps down to the main area 
of the Lounge were renovated. Green was never used used in the Lounge, but 
this scheme can be seen on wooden features in the Library (samples 202.09, 
202.27). Later layers are not analyzed.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8 white
7 yellow green
6 pale blue
5 blue grey
4 off-white
3 blue grey
(f1)
2 green  
1 pale green
(substrate)
 Visible Light
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC102.40
Sample Location: west wall of north stage, 1st arch
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Lounge
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 4/3/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare sample to other arched wall samples. 
substrate
1
2 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
13 pale blue
12 blue grey
11 blue grey
f3 10 grey green
f2
9 blue green
8 blue green
f1
7 blue  
6 blue  
5 pale blue
4 white
3 clear
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.01
Sample Location: baseboard, west wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
See other baseboard sample (202.27)
substrate
1
2
3
f1
3 dark green
2 pale green
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.04
Sample Location: outer window frame, middle window, north wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
Same original finish stratigraphy as the baseboards (202.01 and 202.27)
The sample was taken in multiple 
piece. The piece above shows the 
first green finish layer through later 
layers. The micrograph to the right 
shows the substrate layer with the 
first finish campaign.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17 off-white
16 off-white
15 off-white
14 pale orange
13 white
12 off-white
11 off-white
10 off-white
9 pink
8 pink
7 *grey-green
6 *grey-green
f2
5 *pale yellow
4 white
f1
3 dark green
2 pale green
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.08
Sample Location: north wall, bottom corner
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
Compare to lower south wall sample (202.31)
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
8
9
1011
12
13
14
15
16
16 cream
15 pale orange
14 white
13 off-white
12 off-white
11 grey
10 pink
9 grey-green
8 grey
f2
7 pale yellow
6 white
f1
5 *green
4 green
3 white
2 clear 
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.09
Sample Location: vertical wall strip, south wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
Original dark green finish layer matches outer window frame (202.04) and 
baseboards (202.01 and 202.27)
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
89
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16 cream
15 cream
14 cream
13 *cream
12 pale orange
11 white
10 off-white
9 off-white
8 pink
7 pink
6 grey-green
f2
5 pale yellow
4 white
f1
3 dark green
2 white
1 clear white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.10
Sample Location: top window molding, north wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample does not seem to contain original layers that follow the rest of the 
Library painting scheme. Only the most recent layers of paint are in this sample. 
This may be a replacement piece of molding, or the paint layers were removed 
before repainting.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8 off-white
7 clear 
6 off-white
5 pale orange
4 / grey 
3 pink
2 / white
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.12
Sample Location: ceiling, north side of room
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1 2
3 4
5
6
7
8
910
11
12
13
13 cream
12 pale orange
11 white
10 pink
9 pink
8 grey-green
7 grey-green
f2 6 pale yellow
f1
5 pale yellow
4 white
3 clear  
2 cream
1 clear  
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.13
Sample Location: inner window frame, top section, north wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location was used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8 pink
7 grey-green
6 grey-green
5 pale orange
4 pale yellow
f2 3 *off-white
f1
2 *pale yellow
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.14
Sample Location: inner window frame, bottom section, north wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 10/23/12 Date analyzed: 11/1/12
Analysis Results / Comments:
Sample
Uncast sample from this location was used for color matching
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8 pink
7 grey-green
6 grey-green
f2
5 pale yellow
4 white
f1
3 green
2 pale green
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.15
Sample Location: door, top left outer section
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Two pieces were embedded from this location. The top micrograph shows the 
full stratigraphy of the paint sample without the substrate. The bottom shows 
the wood substrate and initial layers. 
substrate
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8 9
10
11 12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
22 off-white
21 off-white
20 pale orange
19 clear
18 off-white
17 pale orange
16 white
15 white
14 pink
13 pink
12 grey-green
11 grey-green
10 pale yellow
9 clear
8 pale yellow
f2
7 pale yellow
6 white
f1
5 green
4 green
3 pale green
2 white
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.18
Sample Location: door frame, south wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 cream
14 cream
13 cream
12 cream
11 pale orange
10 white
9 white
8 pink
7 pink
6 grey-green
f2
5 pale yellow
4 white
f1
3 dark green
2 pale green
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.21
Sample Location: bookshelf frame, west wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
34
5
67
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 15 off-white
14 white
13 off-white
12 pale orange
11 pale orange
10 white
9 grey
8 grey 
7 pink
6 pink
5 grey-green
f2
4 pale yellow
3 white
f1
2 *green
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.23
Sample Location: bookshelf top molding, west wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3 4
5
67
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 cream
14 cream
13 cream
12 pale orange
11 white
10 white
9 white
8 white
7 pink
6 pink
5 grey-green
f2
4 pale yellow
3 white
f1
2 green
1 white
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.24
Sample Location: upper wall molding, west wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18 off-white
17 off-white
16 white
15 *white
14 grey  
13 pink
12 pink
11 pink
10 grey-green
9 *white
8 white
7 pale yellow
f2
6 pale yellow
5 white
f1
4 dark green
3 white
2 pale green
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.25
Sample Location: south wall, bottom section, 20” above floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
13 pink
12 grey-green
11 grey-green
10 pale yellow
9 clear
8 pale tan
f2
7 pale tan
6 white
f1
5 green
4 green
3 white
2 cream
1 clear
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
11
Sample ID: CC202.26
Sample Location: south wall, middle panel, 5’2” above floor
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x and 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location used for color matching
substrate
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
89
10
1213
14
1516
17
Top micrograph 
(40x) shows 
sample from 
original finish layer 
to the wall cloth 
under present 
layers.
Bottom 
micrograph shows 
original finish 
layers on plaster 
substrate (100x) 
under Reflected 
Visible and 
Ultraviolet Light.
18
19
19 clear (cloth)
18 cream
17 pale orange
16 clear 
15 white
14 grey-green
13 white
12 pink
11 pink
10 grey-green
9 pale tan
8 clear
7 pale tan
f2
6 pale tan
5 white
f1
4 pale yellow
3 pale yellow
2 clear
1 cream
(substrate)
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PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.27
Sample Location: baseboard, east wall
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location was used for color matching.
Results for (f1) dark green layer (3):
FTIR:  Prussian blue, barium sulfates,  attapulgite clay  (magnesium-
aluminum silicate clay), titanium dioxide maybe, dry calcium (drier), 
Raman:  Prussian Blue, barium white, chrome yellow (lead chromate), zinc
SEM: Pb, Ca, Ba, Zn, Cr
Results for light green layer (2):
FTIR: barium sulfate, lead white, chalk- calcite, linseed oil, calcium drier
SEM: Pb, Zn, Ca, Ba
Results for primer layer (1):
SEM:  zinc white, Zn, Ba, Ca impurities
Top micrograph shows the first finish layer through most of the later finishes. 
Bottom micrograph shows the substrate through the first finish campaign.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 14 cream
13 cream
12 pale orange
11 white
10 off-white
9 pink
8 pink
7 *grey green
6 *grey green
f2
5 *pale yellow
4 white
f1
3 dark green
2 pale green
1 white
(substrate)
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Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.28
Sample Location: south wall, middle panel, 12” down from upper wall molding
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 2/28/13 Date analyzed: 3/7/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location was used for color matching.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
78
9
10
11
1213
14
15
16
17
17 pale orange
16 clear 
15 white
14 grey-green
13 white
12 pink
11 pink
10 pink
9 grey-green
8 pale tan
7 clear 
6 pale tan
f2
5 pale tan
4 white
f1
3 *pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 clear 
(substrate)
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Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.30
Sample Location: door, top inner section
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
substrate
1
2
3
45
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12 pink
11 grey-green
10 pale tan
9 clear 
8 pale tan
f2
7 pale tan
6 white
f1
5 pale yellow
4 clear or /
3 pale yellow
2 pale yellow
1 cream
(substrate)
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Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.31
Sample Location: door, bottom section
Substrate: wood
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 3/19/13 Date analyzed: 3/25/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location was used for color matching
 Visible Light
Sample pieces were embedded separately. 
Top micrograph shows green finish layer (3) through later layers. 
Bottom micrograph shows wood substrate with original finish layers.
substrate
1
2
3
4
56
7
8
9
10
3
1112
13
14
15
16
16 cream
15 pale orange
14 white
13 grey
12 grey
11 pink
10 pink
9 grey-green
8 grey-green
7 pale tan
6 clear
f2
5 pale tan
4 white
f1
3 / green
2 pale green
1 cream
(substrate)
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Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.32
Sample Location: south wall, top, side section
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 40x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
An uncast sample from this location was also used for color matching.
substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
8
9 10
11
12
13
1415
16
17
18
19 19 cream
18 clear
17 cream
16 cream
15 pale orange
14 white
13 off-white
12 white
11 pink
10 pink
9 grey-green
8 pale tan
7 clear
6 pale tan
f2
5 pale tan
4 white
f1
3 light green
2 pale green
1 cream
/ clear
(substrate)
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      Stratigraphy
Scheme/Layer  Color
 Visible Light Ultraviolet Light
/ : Fracture * : Dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Sample ID: CC202.33
Sample Location: north wall, bottom section
Substrate: plaster
Microscope: Nikon Alphaphot-YS2
Analysis performed by: Elizabeth Lissy
Illumination: Reflected Quartz Halogen, Ultraviolet BV 1A
Approximate Magnification: 100x
Room: Library
Camera: Nikon DS-Fi1Date sampled: 3/29/13 Date analyzed: 4/11/13
Analysis Results / Comments:
Uncast sample from this location was used for color matching.
substrate
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14 pale orange
13 white
12 off-white
11 white
10 off-white
9 pink
8 pink
7 grey-green
6 grey-green
f2
5 pale tan
4 white
f1
3 green
2 pale green
1 clear cream
(substrate)
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APPENDIX C
MATERIALS ANALYSIS
FTIR, RAMAN, SEM-EDS, & GC-MS RESULTS
Note: The analysis of samples by FTIR are referenced 
to materials in a database, therefore only represent 
classes of materials and are not providing specific 
characterization.
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MATERIAL ANALYSIS
FTIR Results
Figure C.1  Sample 101.14
ENTRY WALL
Target Layer: yellow finish layer (f1)
Interpretation/Remarks:
Stretches in the spectra above show that the yellow layer was matched to gypsum, calcite chalk, 
lead white, a drier and a clay component in an oil binder. This sample may contain yellow ochre, 
or iron oxide, since clays (alumino-silicates) are usually found geochemically with iron oxides.
CC101.14 (f1)
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Figure C.2   Sample 102.18
LOUNGE WALL
Target Layer: off-white finish layer (f1)
Interpretation/Remarks:
The north wall original finish layer in the Lounge is a lead-white based oil paint, with chalk, clay, 
and gypsum present. Again, the clay suggests the presence of iron oxide. This paint composition 
is similar to the wall sample in the Entry (Figure C.1, Sample 101.14).
FTIR Results
CC102.18 (f1)
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Figure C.3  Sample 102.27, f1
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
Target layer: blue finish layer (f1)
Interpretation/Remarks:
The original finish layer on the stage platform wall in the Lounge shows stretches for barium 
sulfate and calcite chalk in an oil-based paint.  Barium sulfate can be used as a filler or an 
extender in paints. No evidence for the pigment giving this layer its color with FTIR.
FTIR Results
CC102.27 (f1)
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Figure C.4   Sample 102.27 f2
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
Target layer: blue-green finish layer (f2)
Interpretation/Remarks:
FTIR results show that the second finish campaign on the Lounge platform wall was a lead-white 
based oil paint with chalk, barium sulfate, and Prussian blue pigment, the synthetically produced 
ferric ferrocyanide. This was not found in the first finish campaign.
FTIR Results
CC102.27 (f2)
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Figure C.5   Sample 202.27 
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
Target Layer: light green layer 
Interpretation/Remarks:
The light green initial layer (the layer under the first finish layer) is a lead-white based oil paint 
with calcite chalk, barium sulfate, and Prussian blue pigment.  The yellow pigment that would 
contribute to the overall green color is not identified with FTIR.
FTIR Results
CC202.27  
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Figure C.6   Sample 202.27 f1
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
Target Layer: dark green finish layer (f1)
Interpretation/Remarks:
The dark green finish layer contains barium sulfate, a drier (dry calcium), clay, and Prussian 
blue pigment. The original finish layer binder from the baseboard sample in the Library was not 
determined with FTIR. The stretches that characterize an alkyd (modern synthetic paint) do not 
completely align with the sample. Linseed oil did not seem to match in this sample run (stretches 
not shown here). GC-MS was used to identify the binder in this sample (Chart 13 and Chart 14).
FTIR Results
CC202.27  (f1)
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Raman Spectroscopy Results
Figure C.7  Sample 102.27 f1
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
Target Layer: blue finish layer (f1)
Interpretation/Remarks:
The blue finish layer contains barium white (barium sulfate) and ultramarine. The Raman 
reference spectrum for both synthetic and natural ultramarine has the same peak at 548 cm-1, 
though the pigment is most likely synthetic for a finish of this time period.
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Raman Spectroscopy Results
Figure C.8   Sample 102.27 f2
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
Target Layer: blue-green finish layer (f2)
Interpretation/Remarks:
The blue-green finish layer (second generation) contains lead white and Prussian blue.
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Raman Spectroscopy Results
Figure C.9  Sample 102.27 f3
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
Target Layer: green-grey finish layer (f3)
Interpretation/Remarks:
In an attempt to date the layer, the green-grey finish (third generation) was analyzed to identify 
the specific compound of titanium dioxide it contains. The anatase form was found, as opposed 
to the rutile form. Anatase has been commercially available since the late 1910s; rutile by 1940. 
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Raman Spectroscopy Results
Figure C.10   Sample 202.27 f1
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
Target Layer: dark green finish layer (f1)
Interpretation/Remarks:
This analysis identified the blue and yellow pigments that produced a green finish layer. The dark 
green finish layer (f1) contains barium white, Prussian blue, and chrome yellow.
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SEM-EDS Results
Sample 202.27
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
SEM backscatter electron image
Figure C.11   Backscatter electron image
Figure C.12   Cross section in reflected visible light
f1 - dark green
light green
p - white primer
s - wood substrate
Comments: Heavier elements appear lighter  in value in BSE images.
f1 - dark green
light green
p - white primer
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SEM-EDS Results
Sample 202.27
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
    SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis
pale green layer 
white primer (p)
Ca Ba
dark green layer (f1)
Ca Ba Cr Fe Zn PbSi
Al
Mg
Zn Pb
SiAl
Mg
Zn Pb
SiAl
Mg
Figure C.13  Elemental spot analysis identified chromium (Cr) in the dark green layer, 
suggesting the presence of chrome yellow pigment.  The iron (Fe) supports the presence of 
Prussian blue pigment, previously identified by FTIR.
Zn
Zn
Zn
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SEM-EDS Results
Sample 202.27
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
    SEM-EDS elemental mapping
Figure C.14  False-color elemental mapping shows lead (Pb, represented in turquoise) in 
the primer layer, probably as lead white, and zinc (Zn, represented in green) in the dark 
green layer, likely as zinc white.
f1 - dark green
light green
p - white primer
Figure C.15  False-color elemental mapping shows iron (Fe) is concentrated in the primer 
layer and evenly distributed in the two top layers, but at a lower concentration. Deposits 
of calcium (Ca, represented in blue) show the location of either gypsum or calcite.
f1 - dark green
light green
p - white primer
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SEM-EDS Results
Sample 102.27 
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
SEM backscatter electron image
Figure C.16   Backscatter electron image
Figure C.17  Cross section in reflected visible light
f3 - green grey
f2 - blue green
f1 - blue
s - plaster substrate
f3 - green grey
f2 - blue green
f1 - blue
p - primer
p - primer
Comments: Heavier elements appear lighter  in value in BSE images. By 
this comparison, it is likely that the primer contains lead.
s - plaster substrate
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SEM-EDS Results
Sample 102.27 
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
    SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis
Figure C.18   Elemental spot analysis identified zinc (Zn) in the first generation finish, as well 
as sulfur (S) and silicon (Si), which supports the presence of ultramarine. The second finish is a 
lead based paint (Pb), whereas the third generation finish is a titanium based paint (Ti).
Ca Ba
Ca PbAl
blue green layer (f2)
blue layer (f1)
grey green layer (f3)
ZnSi
Al
Mg
Zn
S
Si
AlMg TiS Ca
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SEM-EDS Results
Sample 102.27 
LOUNGE STAGE WALL
    SEM-EDS elemental mapping
Figure C.19   False-color elemental mapping shows zinc (Zn, represented in turquoise) in 
the first generation layer. Silicon (Si, represented in pink) shows up in the first generation 
layer, as well as in the third generation.
Figure C.20  False-color elemental mapping shows lead (Pb, represented in red) in the primer 
layer and the second generation layer. Elemental mapping  of carbon (C, represented in blue) 
shows that the plaster substrate was sized with an organic based material. 
f3 - green grey
f2 - blue green
f1 - blue
p - primer
s - plaster substrate
f3 - green grey
f2 - blue green
f1 - blue
p - primer
s - plaster substrate
ZnSi Pb
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MATERIAL ANALYSIS
GC-MS Results
Sample 202.27 
LIBRARY BASEBOARD
Figure C.21  GC-MS determined that the identity of the of the dark green paint sample binder was a drying oil, likely linseed oil. No components of an alkyd resin were found. GC results show that the drying oil components include 
azelaic acid dimethyl ester (with peak at retention time of 14.167 min), palmitic acid methyl ester (18.287 min), and stearic acid methyl ester (20.186 min).
Figure C.22  The same binder was found for the light green layer. GC results show that the drying oil components include azelaic acid dimethyl ester (with peak at retention time of 14.160 min), palmitic acid methyl ester (18.270 
min), and stearic acid methyl ester (20.173 min).
dark green layer (f1)
pale green layer 
14.160
18.270
20.173
14.167
18.287 20.186
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COLOR MATCHING FOR ORIGINAL FINISHES
Note: The colors have been affected by the 
digital format and should not be treated as true 
representations.
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Table D.1  Summary of Color Matching for Original Finishes
Room Architectural Feature Samples for Color Matching Munsell Notation Color Closest Found Equivalent Color Chip
Entry                     
and                     
Stair Hall
baseboards 101.03, S1.04 7.5YR 3/2 brown MS 1050-D                                                
“Fresh Brewed”
not yet determined
bookshelve frame;                             
doorframes
101.18; 101.20: 101.25 10YR 8/8 golden yellow-tan
BM2155-40                                      
“Semolina”
 
walls and door
101.06B; 101.14; 101.17; 
101.23; 101.24; 101.31
 2.5Y 8.5/6 light yellow
MS 1026-B                                       
“Calliopsis”
ceiling 101.15; 101.28  2.5Y 8.5/4 light tan
MS 1062-B  “Hot Sand”                 
or                                                               
SW-6387 “Compatible 
Cream”      
Lounge
east and west walls 102.12; 102.35 2.5Y 8.5/4 light tan
MS 1062-B  “Hot Sand”              
or                                                               
SW-6387 “Compatible 
Cream”               
stage baseboard;                                 
alcove frames
102.03; 102.07; 102.34 10B 5/4 deep blue-grey
almost MS 1115-C 
“Meandering Creek”                      
or                                               
SW-6508 “Secure Blue”
stage arch walls                                    
(1st, 2nd and 3rd);                             
platform walls
 102.02; 102.26; 102.27; 
102.29;102.32;102.36; 
102.37;102.41
10B 6/2 blue-grey
almost MS 1116-B                             
“recycled denim”                      
or                                                          
BM 2129-50 “winter lake”
stage back walls and door 102.18; 102.21; 102.33 2.5Y 8/2 pale grey
MS 1057-A “Resort Sand”           
or                                     
BM OC-11 “Clay Beige”
MS 1050-D
BM2155-40
MS 1026-B
MS 1062-B
MS 1062-B
SW-6387
SW-6387
MS 1115-C SW-6508
MS 1116-B BM2129-50
MS1057-A BM OC-11
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Library
wall color 1 (top);                                  
door color 1 (top left)
202.32; 202.15 2.5G 8/4 light green
SW-6737 (i) “kiwi”                       
or                                                                
BM 2034-50  “acadia green”
wall color 3 (bottom);                
inner window 
frame 2 (bottom);                        
door color 3 (bottom)
202.14; 202.31; 202.33 5G 7/6 medium green
BM 2036-40                                        
“meadowlands green”
baseboard;                                
outer window frames;                     
bookshelve frames
202.27 2.5G 4/6 dark green BM 2035-30                         
“nile green”
wall color  2 (panel);                              
door color 2 (top right);               
inner window frame 1 (top);        
ceiling
202.12; 202.13
202.26; 202.34; 202.28; 
7.5Y 9/2  pale yellow
MS 1027-D                          
“white sandy beach”
Room Architectural Feature Samples for Color Matching Munsell Notation Color Closest Found Equivalent Color Chip
SW-6737 BM2032-50
BM 2036-40
BM 2035-30
MS 1027-D
(continued) Summary of Color Matching for Original Finishes
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A
alkyd (synthetic resin)  21, 26, 29, 55, 183, 194
Art Deco  5, 10, 14, 19, 23, 44, 50, 61
autofluorescence  35, 41, 48, 50, 54, 55
B
barium sulfate  20, 49, 55, 146, 171, 180, 181, 
182, 183, 184
Benjamin Moore  14, 42, 43. See also commercial 
paint
binding media  21, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36, 37
Blue Room  8, 9
Bouy, Jules  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 
18, 19, 33, 46, 47, 52, 56, 57
Brandt, Edgar  4, 13
Brumbaugh, George E.  5, 9, 16, 17, 18, 42, 43, 45, 
46, 52
C
chalk  42, 48, 49, 55, 102, 142, 146, 171, 178, 
179, 180, 181, 182
chrome green  20, 55
chrome yellow  20, 55, 57, 171, 187, 189
clay  42, 48, 55, 102, 142, 146, 171, 178, 179, 
183
colorimeter  31, 39
Color Matching  38, 196, 197
commercial paint  43, 52, 56
Committee Room  2, 8, 10
Cosmopolitan Club of Philadelphia  ii, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
22, 26, 32, 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 46, 
47, 52, 54, 56
D
Dining Room  2, 10, 16, 19, 67
drier  42, 55, 102, 171, 178, 183
Duncan, Alastair  5, 14
DuPont  24, 25, 26
E
Entry  2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 
32, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 52, 
56, 75, 79, 80, 81, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 
96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 122, 125, 
126, 127, 128, 131, 179, 196
exposure  22, 38, 39, 40, 56
F
fluorochrome  35
FTIR  28, 29, 30, 36, 37, 42, 48, 49, 55, 102, 142, 
146, 171, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 
183, 189
G
GC-MS  28, 29, 30, 37, 55, 177, 183, 194
Gilchrist, Edmund  3, 16
glaze  15, 23, 41
Guest Room 3. See “Pink Room”
gypsum  42, 48, 49, 102, 142, 146, 178, 179
H
Harris, Mary Virginia  8, 32, 44, 46
L
lead white  20, 35, 36, 38, 42, 48, 49, 50, 55, 102, 
142, 171, 178, 185, 190
Library  iv, v, vii, 5, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 25, 
32, 39, 42, 43, 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 
62, 63, 65, 67, 69, 70, 72, 73, 78, 84, 85, 
154, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 
163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 
171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 183, 197
linoleum  5, 13, 18, 43
linseed oil  13, 21, 24, 26, 27, 42, 48, 55, 57, 102, 
142, 171, 194
Lounge  2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16, 18, 19, 32, 33, 40, 41, 
46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 56, 77, 82, 83, 94, 95, 
199
106, 112, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 
139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 
155, 179, 180, 181, 196
M
Martin Senour  43. See also commercial paint
Materials Conservation Collaborative  14, 15, 41, 
42, 64, 69, 199
Mertz Sr., Oscar Ernest  10, 18, 50
microscopy  ii, 22, 29, 30, 36, 45, 48, 49
modern paint  11, 27, 28
monel (metal)  5, 13
Munsell Color  14, 22, 31, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 52, 
56, 196, 197
N
nitrocellulose  21, 25, 26
O
ochre (iron oxide)  20, 22, 41, 42, 57, 178
P
permatex  5, 13
Peterson  ii, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 
18, 19, 32, 42, 43, 45, 46, 50
Phillips, Edna  28, 32, 44, 45, 46
piano  8, 19, 47
pigments  20, 21, 24, 29, 30, 35, 36, 38, 49, 55, 
57, 187
Pink Room  8
Prussian blue  49, 55, 57, 171, 181, 182, 183, 
185, 187, 189
R
Raman  30, 38, 49, 55, 146, 171, 184, 185, 186, 
187
S
SEM-EDS  29, 30, 38, 49, 50, 55, 146, 171, 177, 
188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193
elemental spot analysis  50, 189, 192
Sherwin-Williams  25, 42, 43. See also commercial 
paint
Spur, The (magazine)  3, 8, 14, 18, 19, 47, 53, 54
Stair Hall  5, 10, 22, 32, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 56, 76, 
86, 87, 88, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 
131, 132, 196
Steinway. See piano
stratigraphy  41, 49, 52, 90, 94, 97, 98, 99, 100, 
107, 111, 112, 114, 116, 119, 127, 128, 
157, 164
T
titanium dioxide  50, 171, 186
U
ultramarine  49, 57, 184, 192
V
varnish  40, 41, 48
Y
Yellow Room. See Committee Room
Z
zinc white  36, 38, 49, 50, 55, 57, 146, 171, 190
